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CHAPTER T

TNTRODUCTTON

This research investigated the effects of the E.C.O";

Ecologicar communication opportunities; program as developed

by MacDona1d and Gillette (J"992) on the conversational

ability of two mentally handicapped subjects. The

dissertation wil-I be divided into five chapters. These are

1" introduction ì 2. literature ¡ 3. methods ì 4 "

resul-ts ; 5. discussion of resutts "

1-" Context of the Problem:

Language is a vital element in the development of a

human being and in his/her relationship to his/her curture.
The fact that language behavj-our among the mentally retarded

is characterized by delay or a total lack of expressive

language (Chinn, Drew, Logan I L97S) suggests that an

effective language intervention strategy be provided for
this population,

Language is important in the process of intel_Iectual
development. Pyles (L932) stated that verbalization
facilitates learning. Brunner (1966) suggested that
language is directly related to a childrs development.

Luria (l-961-) hypothesized that language is the means through
wh i r':h tholtrrh{-q ârê f nrmrr 1 al-arl :nrl #Ïra marnc Ìrrr r.;}. i nlreÀÀv ¡rrss¡¡9 !_l' w¡¡¿v¡À

individual-s are capable of analysís, synthesis and
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abstraction "

Language has also been identified as important in the

process of social development" Krug, Rosenblum, Almond and

Arick (1980, l-981) in summarizinq the work of Bloom, Hood.

and Lightblown, stated that language is the tool through

which babies achieve social goaIs. Without language, a

child canrt answer questions, express feelings or relate to
the feelings of others" Those who donrt have language may

be isolated both socially and academically from their peers

and teachers (Johnston and Johnston, L9B4) " MacDonald

(L982) and Chinn, Drew and Logan (L975) have indicated that
the lack of means of expression is a contributing factor to
the perception that individuals classified as mentally-

retarded are handicapped. They imply the abilities of the

mentally retarded exceed their facility for expression"

Hence, their knowledge is not readily communicated to
others.

Because of the importance of language for the

intellectual and social development of children, Ianguage

training has long been recognized as an essential component

of the education program for language-delayed mentally

handicapped children. Numerous variations of training
programs exist (Harris | \975) and have been used extensivety

but the results have not always been encouraging. The

reasons given for the lack of suecess vary but one corumon

criticism is that training is conducted in somewhat



artificial circumstances and children have difficulty in
generalizi-ng from the training situation to real-Iife
communication situations" Recently developed programs

(Warren and Kaiser, 1986) have attempted to address this
problem by ensuring that training occurs in social
situations rather than in an artificial training setting
(Warren and Kaiser, 1986) "

E"C.O", Ecological Communication Opportunities as

developed by MacDona1d and Gillette GgeZ, 1985) is a

language intervention strategy that is consistent with the

Iatest views on language acquisition (lriarren and Kaiser,

l-986) and with the growing recognition of the

interdependence of language and social development

(MacDonald and Gillette, L982; Gioralametto, 1985) "

Programs similar to the E.C"O" had been shown to be

effective in stimulating communication with language

delayed, environmentally deprived chil-dren (I{arren and

Kaiser, L986) " The lack of data demonstrating the

effect.iveness of programs, like the E.C.O., with mentally

handicapped subjects indicates a need for further research

in this area (l{arren and Kaiser, 1986).

Staternent of the Problen

the problem under investigation can be identified in
the follov¡ing question: Will the E"C,O" be an effective
instruct,ionar strategy for developing conversational skill-s
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in the trainabl-e mentally handicapped? I{ilI these skil_ls be

generalizabl-e to new people, settings and situations across

time?

Purpose of Study

The decision to evaluate the E"C"O" lsas made because it
is a program that is cited and recommended in the fiel-d of

mental retardation" Over the years there has been a graduaJ-

change in the methods used to instruct rnentally handicapped

children. The E"C"O" employs many contemporary views on

Ianguage acquisition and offers promise of effectively
changing the language behavior of trainable rnentally

handicapped subjects. The purpose of this study is to
provide data supporting the effectiveness of E"C"O" when it
is applied to trainable mentally handicapped subjects.

Staternent of Hypotheses

When applied to trainable rnentally handicapped subjects

Ecological Comrnunication Opportunities will have a positive
effect on L" conversational ability and 2"

generalization"

Rational-e for the Hypotheses

Many of the strategies that have been found effective
in the research are emptoyed by the E"C.O. system" Details
of this research and their strategies can be found in the
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lit,erature review. studies conducted with environmentarty

depríved subjects ernploying rnethods sirnil-ar to those of

E"c"o" were shown to be effective in developing conversation

and promoting generalization (Warren and Kaiser, l_986) "

Less extensive research has been executed with the mentally

handicapped" Therefore general conclusions about the

effectiveness of these programs with the mentally

handicapped can't be made even though some initial success

has been reported (Warren and Kaiser, l_986) " Though thb

literature does not shor¿ a research project dealing

specifically with the E"C"O. proçtram, its effectiveness can

be insinuated from the research supporting its strategies
and from the success of programs with sirnilar methodologies.

Dependent Variables

The variables that were measured to determine changes

in conversationar ability were derived from the observation

tool; the E"C"O"-Map of Conmunication Targets" (See

Appendix r" )

These variables were:

1" interaction/communication;

2. initiation of contact,"

3. response to contact;

4" maintenance of contactr.

R +ãlrih^ .þr!eñ^ ".i+r^ -^à.: ^-^ ê^-J . eq^À¡¡y uu! ttÞ w I Ltl q'ti ul_\rllÞ I lJI

(a) one or two turns,
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(b) three or more turns;

6" taking turns with communications for
(a) one or two turns,

(b) three or more turns;

7. communication with body language;

8" communication with sounds;

9. communication with single words;

10" communication with two and four word combinations;

L1-" communication for personal reasons;

1,2" communication for instrumental reasons;

l-3 . communication f or social- reasons -

Definition of Terrns

l-" Conversation: conversation is a joint act,ivity in
which the child and significant other exchange messages

in a sequence of turns with or ruithout words (MacDonald

and Gillette , 1-982) "

2" Interaction/Communication: a message is sent either
vocally or v¡ith body language to another.

3" Initiation of contact: one person approaches another

for any communicative purpose"

4" Response to contact: a reaction to (other than

ignoring) an initiation"
5" Maintenance of contact: contact continues after the

initial init.iation and response.

6" Turn-taking: to speak one after another, in order.
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7 " Turn-taking with actions: using gesture or some other

bodily movement in a turn-taking fashion"

8. lurn-taking with communications: using vocal_izations,

symbols or signs in a turn-taking fashion.

9 " Body language: the use of gestures or body movement in
a conmunicative manner.

l-0" Communication with sounds: any vocalization that has

communicative intent.
l-1-" Communication with single words: the use of single

words in a communicative interchange"

L2 " Communication r,r¡ith two and four word combinations: the

use of two or more words in a communicative

interchange.

1-3" Communication for personal reasons: the use of body

language, sounds or words for practice or play with no

clear i-ntention to communicate"

1'4" Communications for instrumental reasons; communication

for the purpose of manipulating others.

15. Communications for social reasons: communications for
the purpose of nainly being with another.

16, !^Iord: a meaningful unit of expression in the English

languager" either sound or sign"

Limitations

Tn revi ewing the data from 1--his research it, is
necessary to be aware of a number of factors which



influenced the results" The researcher in this study was

the classroom teacher. Because of this, overall classroom

management was his responsibility" Many factors throughout

the school year influenced the tirne and duration of the

int.erventions. As the observations k¡ere not completed by an

independent observer, research bias may have occurred. The

researcher \ras self-taught in the procedures of the E.C.O.

program. Though he attempted to stay within the definitions
of the program, this was never confirmed independently. The

initial stages of intervention with S1 closely resemble a

behavioral approach. The degree to which this is acceptable

without overstepping the boundaries of the E.C"O" program is
in question" The E.C"O" program was designed to be used

concomitantly with the child and the childrs care-givers"

The subjectsr parents or guardians were not part of this
intervention" Their participation may have had a relevant

infLuence on the results" Baseline observations should have

taken place over a longer period of time to discount any

effects that a neü¡ classroom, new adults and new school

v¡ould have had on the behaviours of the subjects. However,

the researcher feLt that the need to begin a language

intervention program superseded this precaution" Though the

video-taping helped substantiate the observations and proved

to be a very valuable tool, it had a distracting effect on

t-l^ ^ ^..l'--: ^ ^& ^r-¡¡s Þ rJ¡-rJ e\i LÞ .
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oelinitations

This study is delimited by the nature of the subjects

and the measuring tool employed" Ä,s this study involved the

use of only two subjects, general inferences to other

mentally handicapped individuals can not be drawn. In

addition the non-contiguous nature of the subjects¡

handicapping etiologies further defines the inferences that

can be drawn from this study" The measuring device employed

confíned the strict analyses of data to the areas which it

was designed to evaluate" During the course of

investigation it became apparent that certain developments

that hrerenrt examined by the measuring tool required

systematic investigation. these developments v¡ere noted in

an informal manner"
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CHAPTER II

LTTERATTIRE REVIEW

The literature review will consist of the following
sections:

l- " f ntroduction

2" Review of Five Perspectives on Language Acquisition
a) Behavioural

b) Psycho-linguistic

c) Semantic-cognitive

d) Pragmatic

e) fnteractionist
3" Review of 3 types of language programs

a) Behaviouristic

b) Incident.al

c) E"c"o"

4" Theoretical and Research Support for the E"C.O" Systern

5. Summary of the Literature Review

l- " Introduction

There were few systematic speech and hearing

intervention strategies reported prior to l_960" The

retarded or impaired individual was excluded from

prograrnming because it was more tine effective to insiruci
those of higher intelligence (Schiefelbusch, i,9BO) "
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Two major developments in the study of language

occurred in l-957 " One r¡as the publishing of Verbal-

Behaviour by Skinner and the other was the publication of

Syntactic Structures by Chornsky (Schiefelbusch, l-980) .

In addition to the work of Skinner and Chomsky, there

were new developments in the areas of semantj-c-cognitive,

pragimatic and interactionist approaches to language in the

sixties, seventies and eighties (McCormick and

Schiefelbusch | 1984; Schiefel-busch, L98O).

2" Five Perspectives on Language Acquisition

a) Behavioural Approach

The writings of Skinner L957 reflected the attitude
that language was a learned behaviour" His theories

reflected the belief that language was a type of stimul-us-

response mechanism" The primary mechanism that Skinner

described was that of the verbal operant" the verbal-

operant was explained as a dependency relationship between

verbal response of some sort and an antecedent condition

(Carrow-Woolfo1k and Lynch, 1982) "

Besides stimulus-response, behaviouristic theories

describe the learning of language in terms of conditioning
and reinforcement strategies" Carrob/-WoolfoLk and Lynch

(L982) | in summarizing the work of Braine, state that the

behaviourists describe language learni-ng as a passive

process in which properties of a verbal string and
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correlations between these propert,ies and other events are

registered and accumulated. The behaviourist position
assumes that verbal responses are control-led by contingent

events which assume the properties of either reinforcement

or punishment" The behaviourists berieve that parents are

the models for appropriate utterances, and that they

graduaÌly shape the young childrs vocalizations"
Behaviourists have contríbuted to the understanding of

language in several ways (McCornick and Schiefelbusch,

1984). They have made important contributions to the

instruction of non-speakíng persons through the delineation
and the development of systematic training designs. They

have shown the value of substituting non-speech symbol forms

and arternative response modes where conventional auditory-
vocal communication are not attainable" They have

dernonstrated the functionar relationships between cognitive,
social and communication processes.

b) Psvcho-linguistic Approach

The work of Chomsky Q957) is an example of those

theories of language development that purport that children
have an innate capacity for linguistic knowredge, interact
with experience and develop language automatically,
naturally effortlessry and quickly (carrow-t{oolfork and

Lynch, L982) Language is thought to be a phenomenon that
hec ari qan Ìtar-.=rrca nf hi a'ì nai n='l arra'l rr+ -i ^* ml^.i - ^-*-^^^L¿vq¡ ç v v¿qu¿v¡t c LllrÞ êIJIJJ- l!Jq'\_¡¡

to language acquisit,ion has been labe11ed as the psycho-
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linguistic perspective (McCornick and Schiefetbusch, :-gB2) 
"

Theorists such as Chomsky arrived at their conclusions

because of the regularities they observed in language

behaviour, the complexity of language, the universal

features across languages and the creative aspect of

language"

In order to explain this innate capacity, Chomsky

proposed the existence of a Language Acquisition Device

(LAD) that exists in every human being (Carrow-Woolfolk and

Lynch | 1-982) " This theoretical construction (LAD) is
capable of taking Iínguistic input and converting it to an

internal granmar" A child innately discovers the retations
that exist between the surface structures of sentences and

the universal aspects of deep structures. The deep

structures are manifestations of the childrs own capacities

(Carrow-Woolfo1k and Lynch, L982) .

The najor contribution of the psycho-linguistic

approach is a hierarchial description of the structural
complexJ-ty of sentences (McCornick and Schiefelbusch, i-994).

c) Semantic-Coqnitive Approach

The Semantic-Cognitive approach to language acquisition
assumes that children have innate ability to develop

language (McCormick and Schiefelbusch, L984) " In this
approach it is assumed that children have sornething like an

ínnate eognitive acquisition device. It proposes that
language develops gradually frorn pre-verbal sensorimotor
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experiences to more complex verbal eNchanges" Citíng

Piaget, McCormick and Schiefelbusch (L984) state that a

child has a propensity to develop cognitively in certain

rüays" Language is one of many cognitively based

developments "

The work of Bloom, Brown, Schlesinger, and Slobin

(McCormick and Schiefelbusch, 1-984) dernonstrated the

importance of semantic intent in childrents language. They

demonstrated that children seem to possess a range of
semantic intentions and express their meanings long before

they knor¡¡ anything about syntax.

Horstmeier and MacDonald (L978) state that before a

child is likely to tal-k about the actions, objects and

qualities in his environment, he wilt at first have to have

had attended to, functionally experience, or attach meaning

Èo those actions and objects. Citing Nelson, McCormick and

Schiefelbusch (l-984) state that children learn language to
talk about sensorimotor experiences.

Johnston and Johnston (1,984) offer these key eJ-ements

as part of a semantic-cognitive perspective.

l-" Children pass through stages of development" The same

stimulus and feedback does not function in the same hray on

children at ages l- month or Lt 3 | 7 or 72 years.

2" Language and play-like cognition develop over time.

Children are expected to progress through a sequence of

levels of language, plan and cognition, doing what is
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appropriate at each leveI"

3. Sensorimotor knowledge is constructed as chi_ldren

interact with their physical environment" Its beginnings

must precede other developments.

4" Socio-emotional knowledge is constructed as children
interact with others" Social knov¡ledge depends in part on

logicomathematical knowledge "

5" Logicomathematical- knowledge ís built as children
reflect on the observations of physical phenomena

The semantic-cognitive perspective I s primary

contribution has demonstrated the importance of the eartiest
child interactions in relation to cognitive development and.,

hence, language development"

d) Praqmatic Perspective:

The basic hypotheses of the pragrmatic approach to
language is that children learn language in order to
socialize and direct behaviour of others (McCornick and

Schiefel-busch, L984) "

Bates (L976) defines pragrnatics as: i_" the study

of speech acts and the context in which they are

performed, and 2. the rules of how language is used in
context. The speech act is defined as an intentionally
encoded social gesture directed by one person to
another (McCormick and Schiefelbusch, i-984) " Function and

communication are key elements in the pragmatie

perspecti-ve" Function is the purpose of the desired effect
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of an utterance, and conmunication is the means through

which this function is performed (McCorrnick and

Schiefel-busch , t9B4) 
"

The development of language is viev¡ed as a social
construct" care-giver child interactions are viewed as one

of the key elements in the development of language. It is
through these interactions that a chird develops syntactic
knowledge and semantic categories (McCorrnick and

Schiefelbusch, L984) "

The main contribution of the pragrmatic approach is that
it demonstrates the irnportance of social interaction in the
development of language"

e) fnteractionist perspective

The interactionist approach has two basic assumptions.

These are: 1" infants are born with a general propensity

to perceive, organize and interact in certain ways, and 2"

the nurnber and variety of experiences provided to the infant
significantly affect learning (Mccorrnick and schieferbusch,

r-e84 ) "

The ínteractionist perspective ernploys a content-form-
use model. Content, ot sernantics, ís the ilwhatr¡ of
language" Form is the ¡rhowrr of language, its shape or
surface structure and the all-important rinkages with
meaning. Use is the ¡r\dhyrtr rrwhenrrr and r¡wherert of language;

Èhe communicat.ion or socÍar aspect, of ranguage (Mccormick

and Schiefelbusch, 1984) .
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As we11, the interactionist modet proposes three types

of pragrmatic knowledge-skitl domains. These domains are:

1-. performative, 2" presuppositions, and 3.

conversational postulates" A performative (speech act) is
the intention of the sentence. presuppositions are

judgments about the capacities and the needs of the

listeners in different social contexts. conversation

postulates deal with the rules of dialogues" These rul_es

include (a) entering and initiating conversations, (b)

Ieaving or terminating conversations, (c) taking turns, (d)

shifting topics, (e) handling digressions, (f) asking

questions, and (g) ternporal spacing of pauses (McCornick and

Schief elbusch, l-984 ) .

The prinary contribution of the interactionist
perspective is that it provides a working rnodel for the

assessment and remediation of language¡ âs well as a frame

of reference from which to understand language development

and acquisition (McCornick and Schiefelbusch, Lge4) "

3. Language fntervention Prograns

a) Behavioural Approaches to Lancruage fntervention
Behavioural approaches to language intervention have

been described as l-. behaviour shaping through discrete
Èrial training and the use of task analysis (Krug,

Rosenblum, Alrnond and Arick, i_g8l-) , and Z. one-to-one mass

trial training approach (Warren and Kaiser, l_986) "
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Harris (L975) offers a synopsís of these operant

training programs" Typically, these programs intervene in 4

major areas: 1. attention, Z. non-verbal imitation, 3.

verbal imitation, and 4. functional speech, (Harris,

1,e75) 
"

Attention has been designated as the first prerequisite

for teaching speech, i"e., the child must attend to the

instructor in order for learning to take pIace. Harris
(:-.975) states that attention is trained in two ways. The

first is by seating the child directly in front of the

trainer and the second method is placing the child in a

booth" Eye contact is achieved through the use of primary

reinforcers along with the command ¡¡Look at me.rt Details
and a summary of the variation on these procedures can be

found in Harris (1-975) 
"

Non-verbal initation is a training stage which

frequently follows attention training but is not employed by

all researchers, (Harris, i-97s) " (There is some controversy

with regards to the necessity of non-verbal irnitation as a

prerequisite to verbal-imitation" ) A child is taught a

series of gross motor imitations. These imitations are

gradually refined to novements around the mouth. Details
and variations to these procedures can be found in Harrj-s

( r-e75 ) "

The next. stage that is trained is verbal imitation"
Harris (L975) states that most researchers adopt some
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variation of the four stages that Lovass (L966) d.eveloped.

These sequentiar stag'es are: l-" reward arr- vocarizations,

2" reward all- vocalizations which occur within six seconds

of the model¡s vocarizations , 3. reward art vocalj_zations

that approxinate the model¡s vocalizations and occur within
6 seconds, and 4 " introduce a ne!,r sound randomly

interspersed with the sound from step three. one continues

sinply by increasing the number of discrininated sounds.

some reinforcing agents that are used are: a. food coupred

with praise, b. coloured lights, c. tokens, d" music,

e. physical contact, f. games, and g" play with tape

recorder, (Harris, 1975) .

Following the establishment of verbal imitation, the

main thrust of language training is functionar ranguage.

The training of a receptive vocabulary precedes the

establishment of an expressive vocabulary. There is no

estabrished rule defining which order morphemes or syntax

should be taught. Many different grammatical structures
have been taught" The conplexity varies from singre words

to complex sentences (Harris, L97S) 
"

criticism of these programs revolves around a number of
areas" The prirnary criticisn lies with the lack of
generalization. It has been found that the mentally
handicapped trainee finds it very difficurt to generarize

language use from the training setting to the more natural
environment (Harris, Lg7s, warren and Kaiser, l-9g6, Krug et
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âf., l_981).

Another problen with the behavioural approach lies in
the fact that this approach breaks compleN skills into
simpler components" Once he/she is trained the simpler

components, the trainee finds it very difficult to connect

these components into the larger more functional skill (Krug

et aI., 1,981-) " Students r¡ho are taught with this approach

develop language which is rote and mechanical in effect
(Krug et aI", L981) " The reliance on artificial reinfoÈcers

interferes with successful functioning in the community

(Krug et a1", 1981) "

Various authors have suggested ways in which the Lack

of generalization can be overcome. Garcia (I974) suggested

the use of more than one trainer" Guess, Keogh, and Sail-or

(L978) proposed the technique of loose training (i-978) " As

weIl, Guess, Keogh, Sailor (1-978) suggested the use of
indiscriminable contingencies in order to facilitate
generalization from the environment to the other" Training

sufficient exemplars and prograrnming common stimuli are two

other strategies proposed by Guess, Keogh and Sailor (i-978) "

Ha1le, Marshall and Spradlin (L979) suggested that tine
delay was a simple and effective method through which

generalization could be promoted"

A good exarnple of a behavioural program is rrA Manual

for Parents and Teachers of Severely and Moderately Retarded

Children,¡t (Larsen and Bricker, 1968) "
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b) Incidental Languaqe Teaching

Incidental language instruction is a naturalistic
approach to training (Warren and Kaiser, 1986). It refers
to the i-nteractions between an adult and child that arise
naturally in an unstructured situation, such as free p1ay,

and that are used systematically by the adult to transmit
new information or gÍve the child practice in developing a

communicat.ion skil-l-" The child is in control of the

situations in which teaching occurs by indicating interest,
by requesting assistance from the adult point, and by

commentingi or directing vocally or non-vocaIly (Warren and

Kaiser, 1986).

Incidental language intervention involves L"

arranging the environment to increase the lÍkelihood that
the child will provide incidence for teaching, Z.

selecting language targets appropriate for the child¡s skil-I
1eveI, interest from the opportunities the environment

provides, 3 " responding to the child¡s initiations with

requests for elaborated language resembling the targeted

forms, and 4. reinforcing the chitd¡s communicative

attempts as well as use of specific forms with attention and

access to the objects in which the child has expressed an

interest (trrlarren and Kaiser, t-986) . Incidental teaching

employs the techniques of modelling, shaping, and

È^ì*6^-^^*^-¿- /t.r^--^- ^-l rt^:-^- t^ô-\!sr¡¡J_L.rJ-reE.ruc.llL ty{ctl.tctt ctllu 
^dIttcl' , Iy()0,f .

Examples of other programs that ernploy techniques
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similar to Incj-dental Language teaching are: (l{arren and

Kaiser, 1-986) , 1-. ¡¡milieu training¡¡ (Hart and Rogers-

Warren, 1"978) | 2" roNaturalistic training¡' (Hart, l-985) ,

3. !¡transactional training¡¡ (Mclean and Snyder-Mclean,

L978) , and 4. !0conversational training (MacDona1d, 1985) .

fn reviewing the literature on fncidental Language

Teaching, !{arren and Kaiser (1986) concluded that: l-.

generalization occurred in all studies, 2" increases in
subjects initiations and responses have occurred in all
except for one study | 3. studies that have measured

language use have reported at least modest gains, and 4.

the effects on specific target language responses have been

strong across a range of subject and experimenter

populations 
"

Since most of the work employing Incidental Language

Teaching has been done with culturally deprived populatj-ons,

Warren and Kaiser (l-986) recognize a need to show its
effectiveness with other populations such as the rnentally

handicapped "

c) E"C.O", Ecological Comnunication Opportunities

(MacDonald and Gillette, L982, 1985)

The E.C.O. system is an eclectic language intervention
program. ft has amalgamated theories and strategies from a

number of theoretical and research perspectives and employs

ideas from all five perspectives discussed earlier in ihis
literature review. In describing the E"C"O. program,
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MacDonald and Gillette (L982, 1985) discuss it with respect

to: 1" cornmunication theory, 2. ecological theories of

chid development, 3. pragrmatics, 4 " functional analysis

of behaviour, and 5" systems theory.

Communication Theory

MacDonald (l-982, 1985) describes three principles of

communication theory"

L" Every behaviour regardless of form or intention can

communicate.

2" Conmunication requires a feedback loop between two

members of a dyad who reciprocally affect each other.

3 " Expectancy plays a vital role in determining the way

others communicate"

Ecological Theories of Child Development

The follov¡ing three points summarize the important

features of Ecological Theories"

l-. Clinical treatment must extend beyond the child to
include his significant, others.

2. Joint activity routines in conversational contexts are

necessary for language learning to occur.

3 " Intervention requires the establishrnent of a

conversational context between the child and the significant
^+l^^- 6-^- .'l-.: ^L 1 ^----^-^ --!---^ a 1--(JLrre-E' l-.Ç(Jm wnr(Jr¡ l.ariguage naEurall-y occurs"
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Pragrmatícs

Pragmatics hold f ive basic assurnptions.

1. Language is purposive and develops from social,
instrumental and personal intentions" Language training
must focus not on the language or the meanings the child
has, but on what he does with them"

2" Linguistic content ernerges from prelinguistic

communicative uses. Effective intervention should utilize
nonlinguistic communication as a bridge to more conventional

communications, Linking existing non-linguistic forms with
new linguist.ic forms may facilitate the use of them.

3. Language emerges from early parent-child joint

activities and is the model for pragmatic, semantic,

syntactíc use. Conversations include reciprocat feedback

which is posted to be the mechanism responsible for the

development of communicative behaviour" conversations

provide a natural forum in which appropriate form, content,

and use can be programmed.

4" Normal language develops out of necessity in functional
contexts" It is not taught didactically as an academic

unit, to be stored in memory; natural sensorimotor and

social contingencies shoutd be more successful in building a

generalized language system than rote academic skil1s
isolated from context"

5" Language development requires that significant, others

respond to the child¡s behaviours non-contingently until a
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conmunicative repertoire is established and then begin to
require more conventionar performance as the child deverops.

Functional Analysis of Behaviour

Intervention requires the simultaneous and incidental
application of differential reinforcernent, shaping, chai-ning

and various forms of stimulus control.

General Systems Theory

Conversation is a system comprised of critical element

which can be mapped in an educational prescriptive format.

The communication ecosystem consists of 1" childts
communication cornponents, 2" conversational variables,
and 3" significant other person strategies"

Other Key Concepts and Strategies of the Ecolocrical-

Communication System (MacDonald and Gillette I lgï2, j-9BS)

1" It is important for the adult to enter the childts
world and participate as a non-judgrmental partner who

designs the interactions by following the chi-ld¡s lead"

2" Language develops from the rules that govern the

interactions between the significant others and the child.
The role the trainer is playing is analyzed concomitantly

with that of the chiId.
I l)ça .i.-^ *^¿-^1^ : ^ ^ -^-^-- 

r 
---a - ¡^- i 

-- 
!L ^r. r!v\{!EÞÐavE lllaLL;ll lÞ cl lJgllgl.cll- l-LrIC l-(Jl. (J(JV(J¿'!!¿!I() LLIe

interactions with a child" It reflects the minimal
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discrepancy principle that a child will best Learn if the

model is not so close to the child¡s competence that he is
bored or not so far above that he can¡t perceptually or

behaviourally assess it"
4" Turn-taking is the basic structure or strategy of
interactions and conversations" Turn-taking involves two

persons acting (interactíons) or conmunicatíng in
conversations with each other, each taking his/her turn then

yielding to the other person for his/her turn. Turn-taking

is the first stage for teaching any net{ language.

a) Turn balance refers to an exchangre between two

persons in which neither takes more than two

consecutive turns" One of the primary goals of
the E.C.O" model of language intervention is to
establish regular spontaneous conversations ín

whichr on the averâ9ê, there is a balanced

exchange of turns between the child and the

significant other"

5 " .Activities should be structured to encourage give and

take" To make turn-taking possible, physicaÌ factors such

as closeness, eye contact, speed of movement and general

perceptual match between the participants should be

maintained.

6. ft is important to follow the child¡s 1ead with the
rrn¡{arc#rn¿i i na .t-}r=# s ah.i 1.l r,'.i I I 1 ^^-* I ^*-.. -.: ÀL.: -ses¡¡uÁ¡¡Y u¡¡qu q vl¡¿ru wr¿r ¿çcr!¡r rct¡¡\jLÀct9E: wJ_l-Irlrr ct¡¡y

activities with which he functionally interacts.
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7 " The best way to get a child to attend and take turns is
to imitate exactly, e.g. I facial expression, body movements,

and sounds"

I " It is important for the adult to wait f or the chil_d to
take a turn. The adult should communicate and shor+ that
he/she is anticipating a response.

9. When initially instructing language, it is important to
give obvious signals to cue a child¡s turn. ê.g., verbaÌ,
gestural or visual cues are given"

l-0" Physically pronpting a turn may be necessary if all
else fails"
i-L" It is necessary to be conversational. Communicate with
the child as if you expect a response by using facial and

informative cues"

]-2" Be animated.

1-3. Differentially reinforce more mature behaviours over

less mature communications"

1-4" Translate conmunications into higher modes. e.g., If a

chil-d reaches for an object, the significant other says

tlgive.rr This strategy is based on the assumption that child
develops through several languages: gesture, sound, lrrord,

etc.

15" The fol-Iowing behaviours tended to lirnit conversations

(MacDonaId, 1-984). The significant other:
I \ a€tan #a I L- .i 

- 
'l 

^ñÆ ^^*+^*^^Ã â^- ^l-^--^ èL^ú,J urLe¡¡ Ld.r_ri,b i-¡¡ i-ong senE,eÌìces l,ä-r a.oove E.ße range

of their childts comnunicative competence,
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b) frequently atternpts to communicate without gaining

the childos attention,
c) communicates rhetorically without waiting for or

cueing a child¡s response,

d) accommodates to a child¡s idiosyncratic
communication, and

e) makes short, dead end contacts with the child,
rather than balanced turn-taking actions.

4" Theoretical and Research Support for the E.C.O. System

Up to this point. in time there hasnrt been a formal

research project evaruating the E.c"o" system. Evaluation

of programs such as ¡rrncidental Language Teaching¡¡ provide

indirect support" There are a number of símilarities
betr¿een it and the E"c"o. system (warren and Kaiser, t-986).

Theoretical and research support for the individuar tenets
of the E"c"o" system can be found in the l-iterature. This

suggests that .the overall program would be effective.
fn this section of the literature review, the E.C.O.

system vsill be discussed with respect to the following
topics:

1" social skills that influence conversation,

2. importance of early social interactions,
3" learning theory and the E.C.O" Systein, and

4" research that supports the E.C"O" model"
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Socia1 Skills

1. Turn-taking

According to MacDona1d and Gillette (1982, t-985), turn-
taking is the basic structure or strategy of interaction and

conversations" Turn-taking invoLves two persons acting or

communicaÈing with each other, each taking his/her turn,
then yielding to the other person for his turn. MacDona1d

and Gillette (L982, l-985) believe that turn-taking is the

f irst stage f or teaching any nerd languagie.

An important goal of the E"C"O. model is to establish
regular, spontaneous conversations in whichr oD the average,

there is a balanced exchange of turns. MacDonald stresses

that communication requires a feedback loop and that joint

activity routines in conversational contexts are necessary

for language learning to occur.

Girolarnetto (1-985) states that the sharing of joint

focus, measuring across turns, the redundancy of the back

and forth cycle of turn-taking, and the proxirnity of
parental feedback help chil-dren make cognitive and

linguistic comparisons between their parentrs speech and

their interpretation of the referent, âs well- as between

their acts and the parentrs responses. Comparisons between

developmentally delayed chil-dren and their normal

counterparts indicate that there is impairment on the part

of the delayed children t,o participate in turn-taking.
Berger and Cunningharn (t-983) and Jones (i-gBO) describe the
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vocarizations of developrnent.ally derayed children as 1ong,

continuous and rapidly repeated. They state that these

children don¡t give their parents a chance to interact. The

clash of turns remains as children get older (Tannock,

1985) " vietze, Abernathy, Ashe and Furstich (l-978) naintain
that the failure of developmentally delayed children to
discrirninate between the presence or absence of maternar

vocalizations coul-d cause the mothers to respond 1ess

contingently to their children and provide fewer succesèful-

turn-taking experiences.

Responsiveness

MacDonald and Gillette (1-982, l_995) believe that it is
important for the adult to enter the child¡s worl-d and

participate as a non-judgmental partner who designs the

interactions by following the child's Iead. The chird will
learn language within any activities with which he

functionally interacts "

Supporting this position, Girolametto (L985) states
that an adult¡s responsiveness to a child is an important

aspect in language development" He expounds the vielø that a

child¡s cognitive resources are tinited. rf a child has to
focus on íts partnerrs topic, its resources may be

overtaxed. The child has to attend not only to a new topic,
but has to decode the message and then respond. If, on the

other hand, the adult is responding to the child's focus,
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the childts cognit,ive resources can be attuned more

specifically to the adult¡s language input. snow, (1984)

and Lieven (l-984) state that the cognitive load on the chird
is reduced for both process and production modes when the
adult¡s speech is contingent on the child¡s turns.

Topic control is another factor that is directly
related to adult responsiveness and to the need of forrowing
the child¡s lead. snow, Midkiff-Borunda, smaJ-r and proctor

(l-984) state that language acquisition is impeded by a high

frequency of utterances that change the topic or don¡t
relate to the childts focus of attention"

Mentally retarded children make fewer direct
initiations in a free play setting, Cunningham, Reuler,

B1ackwe1l, Deck, (1981-) and Eheart, (]-992) " concomitantly,

mothers of handicapped chitdren initiate more interactions
and exercise more topic contror (Eheart, Lggz). Because of
the bidirectional interactive quality of ranguage, MacDonard

and Gil-lette (L982, L9B4) maintain the need for monitoring

the interactive patterns of the child and adult. rn this
manner, it is hoped that the language lirniting pattern or
rack of assertiveness on the part of the chir-d and over

dorninance by the adutt will be reduced.

fmportance of Early Socia1 fnteractions
MacDonald and Gillette Ggez I L9B4) state and maintain

the following: 1" clinicar treatment must extend beyond
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the child to incrude his significant others, z" ringuistic
content emerges from pre-linguistic communicative uses, and.

3. language emergies from early parent-chi1d joint
activities 

"

The ímportance of early social- interactions are

supported by the Theory of Homeostatic Control- (Beì-1 and

Harper, 1977) " This theory proposes that the adult¡s role
is to socialize the child" rt suggests that the adul-t has

at his/her disposal a variety of strategies for inftuencing
the child¡s behaviour, The childrs behaviour and the

adultts attitude towards this behaviour infruences the

selection of any particular strategy.

Expounding on the Theory of Homeostatic Control,
Gioralametto (1-985) states that if a chii-d is handicapped, a

negative feedback cycle rnay be created" The parents misread.

their children¡s cues and respond in ways that compound the
chil-drents difficurties" They inadvertentry rnaintain the

childts inability to profit from the environment. Vietze,
Abernathy, Ashe and Fulstich (1979) rnaintain that a mother,s

contingent responding is responsibre for the appearance of
turn-taking in the early months. After this initial period

the child begins to assume some responsibility for the

speaker ro1e"

It, is this cycle of negative feedback that MacDonald
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and cillette (1982, 1-985) seek to arrest" By analyzing the

interactive pattern between child and adu1t, they hope to
re-establish the process through which early language takes

p1ace" Gioralametto (l-985) suggested that adjusting the

rate and amount of speech to the childrs developmental

Ievels, coupled with expectatj-ons of response, may affect
the likelihood of increased conversational participation

from the child"

Learning Theory and the E.C"O. Program

The E.C.O" Language Intervention Proqram uses a number

of techniques which can trace their origins to learning

theory" These techniques are: 1. training in the natural

environmenL, 2" tirne delay, 3" the use of prompts, and

4" use of the idea of progressive match shaping" These

techniques rdere shorøn to be effective in changing the

behaviour of s.ubjects (Becker, Engleman, Thomas, L97S).

Strategies that MacDonald and Gillette (1,982, 1985)

employ, follow a pattern similar to those proposed by early
behavioural approaches (Harris, L975) " Both take the chitd
through the stages of attention, non-verbal- imitation,
verbal initation and then verbal behaviour. They take into
account the need of physical factors such as closeness, eye

contact, speed of movement, and general perceptual match

between the participants" Unlike the behavioural approaches
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whích sought, to establish discrete language items in a

stimulus response fashion, the Ecorogical communication

Systern is attempting to make language into a purposive

flexible tool.

The Ecological Communication System is based upon

training the chird in his natural environment. The reason

for this is that the difficulty of generalizing frorn the
training setting to the child¡s naturar environment will- be

overcome. Guess, Keogh, Sailor (Lg7g), demonstrated the
effectiveness of this strategy in their discussion of
natural rnaintaj-ning contingencies.

Gillette and MacDonald (L982, l-985) emphasize the need

to wait for a child to respond. Hall-e, Marsha1l, spradlin
(L979) working with the technique of time-deIay, concluded

that this sirnple technique could be used to train behaviour

change.

An irnportant strategy of the E.C.O. system is the

ernployment of the technique of progressive match. rt is a

general rure that is applied to interactions with a chird.
It reflects the minirnal discrepancy principle, i.e., that a

child rsitr best learn if the model- is not so crose to the

child¡s competence that he or she is bored or not so far
above that he can't perceptually or behaviourarly assess it.
This technique reflects the process of shaping (Becker,

Engleman and thomas, L97S) 
"
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MacDonald and Gillett,e Q9e2, 1985) recommend. the

various forms of prornpting" These are verbal, gestures,

visual cues, physical prompting and being animated.

Descri-ptions of these forms of prornpting can be found in
Becker, Engleman and Thomas (L975).

Research Studies

A number of studies have examined the effect of
altering parental interaction strategies on developmentáI1y

delayed children's language development. These studies

demonstrated that children increased their total number of

utterances spoken and increased their linguistic rnaturity as

measured by their M.L.U" (Cheseldine and McConkey, 1-gTg) ,

(McConkey and O'Connor, 1-982) " Girolametto (l_985) found

that children improved their dialogue skills but that their
language development had not increased significantly when

compared to a control group"

Using naturalistic techniques, Haring, êt â1., (t-986) ;

and Beisler and Tsai (1983), demonstrated an improvement in
dialogue skilIs" As well-, generalization was reported to
have occurred"

Hubbell (1-977) in searching for the techniques that
either facilitaLe or limit spontaneous talking, reviewed the

following research:

L" Cazden (1-97A) enphasized the import,ance of the context

in which a child talks" He present,ed numerous examples
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of hov¡ the listener and topic influence how a chitd
will taIk"

2" Bayles (L974) concluded that questions and directions
from the teacher elicit talking of l_esser quality and

breadth than do conditions of non-constraint.

3" Nelson (L973) found a negative correration betv¡een the

amount of direction supplied by the mother to her

children and measures of the child¡s language

developnent (such as comprehension and rate of
acquisition of new words).

4" Zorn (L972) found that conditions of high prompts on

high conversations increased the childrs rat,e of
uttering ner^r words. Also the condition in which both

these categories were at a high leveI produced the

highest level of new words in the chiId"
5" Hetenai (1,974) found an increase in a child's talking

was related to an i-ncrease in the motherls use of

models and concomitant decreases in the use of
questions and commands"

6. I{hitehurst (1-972) found that verbal- interaction was

more irnportant than verbal stinulation in developing

language behaviour in young children"
7 " Nelson (1973) emphasized the following: 1. cornmenting

on the childrs activity, 2. refl-ecting and expanding

the child¡s utterances, 3" joining in the childts
p1ay, 4 " following the child¡s lead, 5" raraiting for
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a child to respond in an interaction, and 6" enticing
the child to join an act,ivity rather than directing the

child.

8" Ollson (1-970) recognized children develop through what

he called participatory acts. A child learns by the

feedback generated by his own activity. By following
the childrs lead and talking with him, this kind of
processing is enhanced.

5" Summarv of Literature Review

The l-i-terature has indicated positive results with
programs that employ methods sirnilar to those of the
¡tE"C.O. ¡¡ program. The rrE.C.O. rr program is based on research

and theories that have been shown to be effective in
stímulating conversation in language delayed children yet

there is insufficient research that demonstrates its
effectiveness with trainable mentally handicapped

populations. More research is required to substantiate the

effectiveness of this program with the trainable inentarly

handicapped.
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CH"A,PTER TTI

METHODS

Sub-ì ects

The subjects in this research were two trainable
mentally handicapped children. They were students in an

elernentary classroom in the Winnipeg School Division. 51

!'¡as five-years oId and was diagnosed as auti-stic. s, was

eight-years o1d and was diagnosed as Down¡s Syndrome.

Four adults were an integral part of this research.

The E"c"o. program required that the child/adult interaction
be monitored simul-taneously" These adults were the

classroom teacher and three teacher assistants. 51 had a

personal aide. This personal aide and the classroom teacher

became this childts significant others. S, was paired

interchangeably with the classroom teacher and the other two

teacher assistants" These three people acted as 52,s

significant others.

Setting

This research took place at Robertson School_, âil

elementary school in the !{innipeg School Oivision. The

subjects vrere part of a primary T"M"H. cl_assroom, Though

the setting was crassified as segregated many integrated
opportunities existed" There were a totar of 7 children in
the classroom of various abilities and handicapping
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conditions" Four adults were an integral part of the

classroom; the teacher, vrho was the researcher, one

classroorn aide and two personal aides. The classroom served.

as the primary area for the intervention; however,

intervention took place less frequently on the play ground,

grooming room, home economics room, gym, and in other

facilities in the school. Generalization observations rdere

made throughout the school. As weIl, the subjects' parents

were asked about developments at home.

Research Design

A single subject,

design was employed in
procedure can be found

resul-ts will be graphed

multiple baseline, across subjects

this research. Details of this
in Barlow and Hersen (L976) " The

and analyzed"

Procedures

A formal training time was set aside for each subject

during the school day" During this time video taping and

observations t{ere taken" Other opportunities arose during

the day when interactions with subjects would be initiated.
The length of intervention gradually increased as the

subjecL/significant other relationship evolved" This could

last for thirty plus minutes. Length of intervention was

affected by the emotional and physical state of the subject,

as well as unpredicted classroom occurrences" .Analyses of
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the observations, video tapes and discussions between the

researcher and the significant others rdere used to set

intervention tarqets.
Data Collection

The E"C"O"-Map of Communication Targets (MacDonald,

Gillette, L982) was used as the observation tool. These

I,rere developed by MacDonald and Gill-ette (]-982) for use with
the ¡¡E.C.O.rt program" A sample of these can be found in the

Àppendix l-. The researcher and one classroorn aide were'the

primary observers. Formal- observations vlere made once a

week. Periodic video-tapings r,rere made during baseline and

intervention" These video-tapings v/ere used to help

substantiate data, plan future interactions and help

establish inter-observer reliability"
At the onset of the program the researcher felt that

the content section of this observation tool would not appry

to the subject" In retrospect this was an error. At this
point the interventíon had already begun and initial
observations had not been taken. Because of this it was

decided not to make formal observations in this area.

Baseline f or S,, extended for a period of two weeks.

Baseline for S, extended for a period of four weeks. There

were four observations during Srrs baseline. Four

observations were taken during sr¡s baseline. observations

durinE intervention took place once a week. There was a

three-week break in observations during the christmas break.
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E"C.O. Training Modules

The E.C.O. Training Modules (MacDonald and Gillette,
1-982) provide a sequence of training goals (see Appendix

II). The researcher atternpted to follow these guidelines

but found ít necessary to stray from the sequence because of
the natures and abilities of the subjects" Primarily the

research involved Module I with some overlap into the other

three modules"

Graphs

Graphs were employed to visualJ-y represent changes in
the target behaviors" Observations were plotted over a ZS-

week period for S, and a 28-week period for Sr" The scales

used rsere taken from the E"C"O"-Maps observation tool.
E " C " O. -Maps !ì/ere developed by MacDonald and Gillette ( t_982 )

for use with the E.c"o" program" only observations from the

E,C"O"-Map of Communication TargeÈs $/ere plotted as these

showed cornparative changes in the subject/adult interaction,
as they related to conversational ability" The vertical
axis marked the frequency of target observations while the

horizontal axis marked the time frame in weekly observation

periods" The vertical axis was divided into ten categories.

Zero marked the frequency none of the time. The numbers l--3

designated a seldom occurrence. The numbers 4-6 designated

an occasional- occurrence. The numbers 7-g indi_cated a

frequent occurrence and the number l-0 indicates that a
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behavior occurred all of the time"

Preparation of Adults

Before the research began, the researcher met with the

other participating adults to discuss their role in the
intervention. The characteristics of the E.C.O. program

rå¡ere explained" The adult participants were made aware that
the E.c.o" program invorved the analysis of the interactive
pattern that ernerged between the adult and the child.
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CHAPTER ÏV

RESULTS

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to determine if the

E"C.O" program (MacDonald and Gillette, i-982) would be an

effective method for developing conversationar skirls in
trainable mentally handicapped children. The child/adult
interaction was observed in tandem. The observation targets
found on the E"C"O"-Map of Communication Targets (Appendix

f) v¡ere used as the bases for data analyses" The data was

plotted on graphs to provide a visual representation of the

changes that took prace between baseline and intervention.
The effects of the program will be discussed separately for
each child. References will be made to data represented on

the observation tool and graphs" Data that was not measured

directry by the observation tool but which the researcher

felt was pertinent to the study wilt be discussed

separately.

Baseline

51 !ùas observed over a period of two weeks and four
observation periods. s, was observed over a period of four
weeks and four observation periods" During the baserine the

subjects were observed during play tirne" rnterests were

determined, and a plan for intervention r¿as developed.
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During baseline the adults freely ínteracted with the

subjects, however no attempts &rere made to rnodify the
adurtrs interactive pattern. video-tapíng was used to hetp

analyze the interaction.

Baseline S.

S1 had been diagnosed as autistic" At the t,ime of this
research he r¡¡as five years ord" rnformation about him

stated that he had one sign that he r+ourd use infrequently
(washroom) and that he wourd participate in an exchange of a

singre turn and that he would respond to the command sit
down"

During baseline, S,l did not demonstrat,e that he could

turn-take" He never did use the sign for washroom and he

had to be prompted physically to sít down. He did not
demonstrate an interest in pray objects. He would. wander

around the room dumping containers and mouthing objects"

Other than the mouthing of objects, his interactions
appeared to be without purpose" He dernonstrated the same

pattern with the adults in the room. He woul-d. acknowledge

their presence by looking at them briefly but wourd not
approach them in purposefur communicative manner. He showed

a strong interest in some food items such as chocolate

doughnuts, candy, potato chips, soda crackers with peanut

butter and coca col-a. He would vocalize a number of sounds

indiscrininately. He had an ¡¡ah¡t sound., a r¡lee leer¡ sound
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and a Itbee beet! sound"

on the side of his head

stamp his feet" It v¡as

responded to his name.

l{hen angered he would slap himself

or bite his hand and cry out, and

undetermined whether or not he

Plan for Intervention

It r¿as determined to use S,¡s interest in food as the

starting point for intervention. Receiving something at
snack was made contingent upon S, exchanging a penny for the

snack itern" fn addition to this it was decided that the

significant others wourd non-contingently initate the sounds

that S,' made" As well, the significant others would try to
establish an interest in some play items.

Major Trends

Àt the commencement of the intervention, S, \¡{as

physically prompted throughout the penny/food itern exchange.

He quickly became independent at this activity, í.e., two

days" Â,t this point it was determined that 51 should sign

and vocalize before he received a food item at snack time"

At first the sign was physically prornpted and the

significant other v¡ould state the name of the food item with

the intent that S1 imitate.
Physical promptingi lras graduall-y faded. By the six

month period a touch on the arm wou'ì d be enough to signa]- to

51 to atternpt a sign. However, he would sometimes use the
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wrong sígn or the sign e¡ould be inaccurate. rf the sign was

wrong or inaccurate the significant other would physicalry
prompt the correct sign" vocalizations always accompanied

the sign, but these were always of the ¡sah¡0 sound. ft
appeared that 51 was trying very hard to initate the

significant other" By the end of the research period, S,

had the sign for cracker, candy and needed assistance with
doughnut, cookie, potato chip"

The effect of the non-contingent initation was almost

immediate. s1 would become invorved in long interchanges of
sound. He would say a sound, the significant other would

initate, then S, would say a new sound and the significant
other would imitate. At the five month period these
j-nterchanges would last up to 3 minutes in duration. 51

would initiate them and appeared to enjoy the rtsound. play. "

Mornings would begin with S,, approaching the significant
other even before removing his jacket and boots and initiate
sound play" At unpredictable times he would say sounds that
the significant others had modelled for him, such as r¡dn for
doughnut, t'p,, in up" 51 would produce novel sounds such as

the rrmr¡ and rrnr! sound. Though very infrequent, St initated
the ¡rbee beerr sound when vocalized by the significant other.
By accident it r'¡as determined during the l_st week of
intervention that s1 liked being picked up and truirred on

the shoulders of the significant. others. Tt was determined

that St would ask for this activity by signing r¡uprr and
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vocalizing r¡up.r! He would usually vocalize only the u,ahr',

but, infrequently add the ¡rp¡r o The ¡tp¡¡ became a sound in his
sound play actívity.

With the commencement of intervention there was a

gradual increase in S,, rs time on task" By the 20th week

period, S, would watch a 90 minute movie, participate in 30-

45 minute circre time, and interact u¡ith a significant other

through a variety of activities over a maximurn time period

of 40-60 minutes" This is in contrast to his apparent 'lack

of attending to task during baseline.

During baseline, S, did not demonstrate an av¡areness of
turn-taking. At the end of tuh.e 24 week period he would

engage in drum playing, ball throwing, sound. imitation, waít
for his turn during circle tirne activities, exchange 2

raisins for 2 pennies and l- raisin for 1 penny, wait for his
turn at snack time and begin to interchange in a ball
rolling activity with a peer. The drum playing, hand

clapping, ball throwing and sound imitation wourd continue

over3to4turns"

During the 24 observation period of íntervention, S,,

became more expressive with g'esture" He would acknowledge

his significant others by coming up to thern and smiring as

he left the bus, and begin a rrword play.tt He showed

frustration or anger by coming up to his significant others

and directJ-y in front of them bite hj-s hand. and jurnp up and

down along with a vocalization, a very long string of r,ah ah
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ah. " . ¡0 He took hís significant others by the hand to
objects that he wanted, i.e., he would lead them to the

closet, put their hand on the door knob, wait for the door

to open and then point out the food object he desired" He

wourd have a particurar facial expression if he r*anted the

significant other to participate in an activity, such as

twirling on the shoulder, oF tickling or coming to the

closet for a food item"

s1 demonstrated that he was acquiring language that was

being used in the crassroom. He was responding to his name,

by looking at the significant other. on one occasion he

demonstrated that he had acquired some of the receptive
language from a body av¡areness game that was played during

circle tirne" when the audiotogist asked him to touch his
nose and then his mouth, he responded correctl_y to the
adultrs request"

Data Analyses

Analyses of data u¡iII take place in tv¿o parts.
rnitiatly data recorded with the observation tool E.c.o.-Map

of communication Targets will be discussed. secondry, data

that was pertinent to the study but not measured by the
observation tool wiLl be discussed

E " C " O. -Map of Cornrnunication Target

The E"c.o.-Map of communication Target is divided into
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four sections" The first section measures interaction/
conversations. The second section measures mode of
production. The third section deals with content. The

fourth section measures hov¡ the communication is used.

Interaction conversation deals luith L" does the subject
interact or communicate? 2. does he/she initiate contact?

3" does the subject respond to contact? and 4" does the

subject maintain contact? As weII, this section measures

turn-taking with actions or conmunications. Mode measures

whether the subject communicates with t_" body language,

2. sounds, 3. single words, 4. two and four v¡ord

combinations, and 5" with sentences 1onger than four
words. As v¿elI it rneasures whether or not these

communications are idiosyncratic or conventionar. content

measures what the communications are about, e.g" j-. se1f,

2. anything outside of se1f, 3. concrete experiences, 4"

abstract experiences, or 5" active experiences. The

section labelled rruserr measures the intent of the

communications t ë.g. t l-. personal reasons, i.e., makes bod.y

language, sounds or words for practice or play with no clear
intention to communicate, 2" instrumental reasons, i.e.,
to rnanipulate others, 3. social reasons, i.e., to be with
another. The numerical scale provided by the E"C"O.-Map

rates the observations as (a) 0 : none of the time, (b)

1--3 : seldom, (c) 4-6 : occasionaLJ_y, (d) 7-9 :

frequently, (e) l-0 : all of the time"
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S. Analvses of the E.C.O.-Map of Cornmunication Targets

1" Interacts/Communicates

During basel-ine 51 interacted or communicated at the

lower end of the seldom level" !{hen the intervention
commenced, 51 showed an almost irnmediate increase in the

numbers of times he would interact or conrmunicate" By the
end of the l-7 week period S, hras interacting and

communicating at l-ower end of the frequent level and

interacting at the upper end of the frequent 1evel by the

end of the intervention. The significant other

interacted/communicated at the ¡¡aII of the timer¡ level
throughout the intervention and baseline.

These interactions/communications took the form of
rrsound playrt' signs with prompts, signs without prompts,

vocalizations, and sound imitations and a single word rup. r

The signs tdere usually accompanied by a vocali_zation.

Gestures were.often used to express needs such as happiness,

sadness or frustration and angier. A smile expressed

happiness" Sadness, anger and frustration \,ùere expressed,

with foot stomping, hard biting and accompanied by crying"
51 came directly in front of the significant other and

displayed the gesture. Come with me r¡¡as designated by

taking the significant otherrs hand. Open the door was

indicated by placing the significant other's hand on the

door knob" Use the key was j-ndicat,ed by pointing the

significant other¡s hand in the direction of the key hanging
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on the door" r want this food item was indicated by placing

the signifícant other's hand on the food item required in
the cl-oset. I vrant a piggy-back ride was indicated by

taking the significant other by the hand and leading hirn to
table, motioning hin/her to sit dorsn, where upon 51 would

cLimb onto the significant other¡s shoulders.

The rrsound playtt began early in the intervention and

increased in duration from a few short interchanges to
interchanges lasting three or more minutes. The word rruprt

became a frequent daily expression indicating ItI want to be

picked up.t' This became part of S,,¡s communication

repertoire after the 2nd week" At first S., would require
prompting, physical and verbal. At the l-l- week period he

would communicate rruprr spontaneously. At the t2 week

period, S, would take the significant otherrs hand and lead

hin/her to the closet, putting his/her hand on the door knob

and, indicating the key and then the food itern. Throughout

the intervention s, became gradually more demonstrative of
his emotions, i.e., happiness, sadness, angier and

frustration 
"

At the l-0 week period it was noticed that S, began to
participate in circl-e tirne with the other students. His

turn would be indicated by calling his name. fn some

singing games he would volunteer a response spontaneously.
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Tn other games he would be physically prornpted" ft was

assurned that he wanted to participate because he would

become agitated, ê.9., cry, if his turn was missed. If he

r¡as then given a turn the agitation would cease.

It was during snack tine that S,, made his most

significant improvements" At the commencement of
intervention, S, would have to be physically pronpted to
reproduce the sign for a food item and prompted to make a

sound concomitantly" At the end of the intervention, S,, had

acquired a number of signs that he would use spontaneously.

Vocalizations would always accompany the sign" The reward

of food 1ed S, to spontaneously develop the gestural

interaction that took place around the closet door, i.e.
significant otherrs hand on doorknob,

point out food item desired. Exact times for the

acquisition of the independent use of a food sign cannot be

given as there rdere many periods of progress interspersed

r'rith regression to a less independent state. Visual

representat,ion of the changes in the interaction/
communication can be found on Figure I"

Initiates Contact

During baseline S1 initiated contact in the seldom

range. After intervention initiation quickly clirnbed to the

occasiona'l l-evel- by week 5. rhey Èhen rose to the frequent

lever by week 7 and were maintained here throughout the rest
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of the intervention" rnitiation of contact j-nvolved s,

approaching a significant other and employing gesture or
sound to communicate. As 51'= initiations of contact

increased there was a corresponding drop in the significant
other¡s lever of initiat,ions. There wasn¡t a need for the
significant other to arways initiate contact in order to
foster an interaction v.rith s,t as s1 began to seek those

interactions" A visuar representation of the changes in
frequency of contact can be found in Figure I"

Response to Contact:

During baseline, S, would respond to contact at the
lower end of the occasional l-evel. with the commencement of
intervention, this quickly rose to the upper end of the
frequent level by week 7 and remained at this tevel
throughout the rest of the research period. The significant
otherrs response to contact was al-ways rated at ther¡aIl of
the timerr lever throughout baseline and intervention.
visual representation of r¡response to contactrf can be found

in Figure r"

Maintenance of Contact

During baseline s1 did not show that he could rnaintain

contact at any observable leveI. wÍth the inception of
intervention this rose to the row end of the occasional

level No" 4, By week 21, s1 rnaintained contact at the rower
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end of the frequent level No. 7. Throughout the observation

period the significant other maintained contact with 51 at
the ¡¡aII of the timer¡ IeveI, No. l-0"

Turn-takincr

Takes one or two turns r¿ith actions

During baseline S' did not demonstrate an ability to
turn-take with actions. At week 5 of the intervention a

light improvement was noticed to the extreme low end of the

seldom level with a gradual progression to the high end of

the frequent level- by week l-9 " Actions that S,, used in a

turn-taking manner were clapping, drum playing, ball
roIling, toy truck rotling, and sign iinitation of candy,

potato chip, drink, doughnut, cracker, and up. Throughout

the duration of the research the significant other matched

S,rs turn-taking pattern" Visua1 representation of this
interaction can be found in Figure II.

Takes turns with 3+ actions

During baseline S1 did not dernonstrate an ability to
turn-take for 3 or more turns. This ability did not begin

to appear until the 20th week of intervention and rose to
the high end of the seldom Ievel" The significant other

rnatched Srrs level of response throughout the research.

Actions which began to appear at the 3+ t,urn leve1 were

clapping, drum playing" Snack time always had the effect of
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stimulating turns of signs for food, as the significant
other and s1 practised more accurate approxirnations of the

signs. Visual representation of this interaction can be

found in Figure fI"

Takes one-to-two turns with communications

During baseline, S,, did not demonstrate this ability.
This ability began to appear at the 6th week of the research

project v¡ith a jump to the niddle range of the seldom level.
This refrected sr's beginning use of signs and vocarizations

for being lifted up and requests for food items. Near the

end of the study, S. began to imitate one sound, i.e., ilbee

bee" t' 51 went through several long plateaus and by the end

of the research was at the middle range of the occasional

leveI" The significant other matched 51'= Ieve1 of turn-
taking throughout this study. visuar representation of this
interaction can be found in Figure II.

Takes 3+ turns with communications

51 did not demonstrate this ability during baseline.

This ability began to emerge at week 17 and rose to the

middle of the sel-dom l-eve1 by week 24 " S1 would use turn-
taking at the 3+ level with food signs, and the sign for the

activity lift me up" The significant other matched. S,, rs

LeveL of turn-taki-ng throughout this research" Visua]

representation can be found in Figure If"
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Mode

Communicates with body lancruage

During baseline, S, would use body language at the

sel-dom revel" These would usually take the form of crying,
stamping of feet or biting of his hand. These displays were

not directed at any special indivíduar. As intervention
progressed, 51 began to use gestures more frequent,ly and

with intent" Towards the end of intervention, s, was using
gestures at the high end of the frequent 1evel. S1 woul_d

use a smj-Ie as a greeting in the morning v¡hen he stepped. off
the busr âs if saying hetlo, gtood to see you. He v¡ould.

smile and approach a significant other when he would want

the significant other to participate in an activity. These

occurred shortly after the intervention began" An exact

time frame canrt be given but began to occur around the 5th

r,'¡eek of this study. s1 continued to use biting of hand,

starnping of feet and crying as an expression of sadness,

frustration or anger" These gestures rdere beginning to be

used with more of an intent to communicate at around the
l-2th week of research. 51 would directly, in front of a

significant other, take the significant other by the hand,

look directly into the significant otherrs eyes, and stamp,

cty, or bite his own hand; as if to say something¡s

bothering me, come and help me. 51 u¡ouId also approach

chirdren in the cl-assroom with this display, but the usual

reaction would be to withdraw from s,¡ or show fear. At the
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12-week period, S, began taking a significant other by the

hand to indicate a want. This rnight be taking the

significant other to the closet that contained food or to
the water fountain. 51 developed a complicated set of
giestures around the food closet" He would place the

significant other's hand on the door knob, to indicate open.

rf the closet wourd not. open he would take the significant
other¡s hand and point it in the direction of the key

hanging on a nail from the door, and then motion the

significant otherrs hand to the key hord. when the closet
Idas opened, S, r,rrould scan the contents and then place the

significant other¡s hand on the food items desired" At week

L7 of the research, S,, began taking the hand of the

significant other and lead the significant other to a table,
indicated that he/she sit down and then would crimb onto the

significant otherts shoulders. S1 would also develop a

number of si-gns that he used either with prompting or

independently" These hrere drink, potato chip, cand.y,

orange, pop-corn, doughnut, cracker and up" The sign for up

was used independently by week 6. Cracker became

independently used by the end of the intervention. The

exact time frame for these independent uses can¡t be given

as all food items v/eren't avairabre everyday. This sign was

practised onry when the item was avairabre. since the
intervention 51 has used the sign for potato chip

independently" Happiness was expressed with a loud laughter
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and excited running around the classroorn. This was

expressed more frequently as the research continued.

The significant other l*ould follow S,'!s Iead, respond

to Sr¡s gestures and add a r¡ord to the gesture that S, was

using, ê.9. , come, open door, sad, and sit" As well the

significant other would imitate S,¡s gestures" This was in
keeping with the intent of the program, i.e., that the

significant other should model higher forms of communication

and imitate the childrs communications" A visual
representation of these interactions can be found in Figure

ITI "

Communicates with Sounds

During baseline, S,, did not use sounds in a

communicative manner. After the 4th week of the research,

51 began to use sound in a meaningful fashion. He began to
use sounds in.a sound play interaction. 51 would make a

sound, the significant other woul-d imitate the sound, and

then S, would make another sound, and so on" These woul_d

take place over a period of 3* minutes. S1 r¿ould seek a

significant other in order to engage in sound p1ay" 51

acquired the word for up and used it frequently to engage in
a pick me up activity" This occurred within 5-8 weeks of

the beginning of the research" Whenever 51 si-gned he would

vocalize. However the predominant vocal-ization would be the
¡rah!! sound. Towards the end of the research, S,, began to
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ínitate the sound ¡¡bee bee"r! As weII, S, would reproduce it
independently.

The signíf icant other rnatched S,, ts form of

communication. The significant other would imitate 51'=

sounds during |tsound play.t, When the sound was meant to
convey a message, the significant other would add a word to
the sound, in keeping q¡ith need to put words to the child's
world and the need to initate and expand on the childts
messages (MacDonald and Gillette, 7982). Graphic

representation of communication with sounds can be found on

Figure fII"

Communications with Single Words

During baseline S1 did not demonstrate that he had an

expressive vocabulary. Between weeks 5-8 he acquired the

sign and sounds for the word rruporr At r,¡eek i-l- he acquired

the sign for the word cracker" Signs that r,{ere prompted

were not classified as successful communications under this
heading. Single word producti-on remained at the seldom

leve1 throughout the research.

The significant other¡s production of single words

exceeded these of Slus in the attempt to provide words to
iterns in 51 ts environment, and in the atternpt to modet

communications for s1. A visual representatj-on of this can

ho fnlrnd i n E''i ¡rrrr-a TTT
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Communicates with 2 and 4 word combinations

Two and four word combinations rÍere never used by Sl

during baseline or during the time of intervention" The

significant other used these at the seldom level.

Use

Communicates for Personal Reasons

During baseline, S, communicated so1ely for personal

reasons" This quickly dropped t,o the seldom level by week

l-1 of the research. 51 did not interact with anyone in a

meaningful fashion duríng baseline and for two weeks of the

intervention. Correspondingly the significant otherrs

communication atternpts are at the rrzeror¡ leve1 for this form

of communication. Figure IV visually represents this data"

Instrumental Reasons

During baseline, S, seldomly approached another

individual to manipulate or receive something" Shortly

after intervention began, S, began demonstrating

communication for instrumental reasons. Examples of these

would be, requesting to be lifted up, request of a food

item, come open the door, get the key, sit down and seeking

attention by biting hand or cryíng directly in front of the

significant other" The number of the instrumental

cornmunications rose gradua'l 'ì y to the frequent level by week

l_6 -
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The significant other began by rnaking demands on 51

during the Baseline and 1st week of intervention at the arl
the time level" As s1 became more responsive and dernanding

the level of the significant other¡s communications for
instrumental reasons dininished accordingly. This was j-n an

attempt to rnatch the level of communication produced by Sr.

The results of this interaction can be found in Figure IV"

Communicates for Social Reasons

During baseline, S, would interact ruith another person

at the low end of the seldom Ieve1" By week 13 of the

research, S, !{as communicating at the occasional level_ (4)

for social reasons. At this point there was a large jump to
the upper end of the frequent lever" This indicated a point
when s,t woul-d engage the significant other in long series of
r¡sound play.', As well at this point, S,, frequently played

lift, me up or piggy back with the significant other. other

frequent play activities would include tickle me" Less

frequent occurrence vras drum playíng, ball rol]ing, truck
rolling, and hand clapping. S1 would sit and attend and

take his turn through the various circle time activities;
many of these circle time activities would have to be

prompted but never-the-less he appeared to await his turn"
on two occasíons he participated in a bal-l rolling actívity
with a peer"
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As the need to manipulate Sr¡s behaviour decreased

there was an increase in the significant other¡s

communication for social reasons" This reflected the need

to progressively match the child¡s responses as stipulated
in the E"C"O. program (MacDonald and Gillette, Lgg2).

Observations not neasured by the E.C"O"-Map

There vrere a number of significant observations that
werenrt measured by the E. C. O. -Map. These lùere 1 .

increase in tirne on task, 2. increase in length of ,sound.

playtt, 3" occurrence of the independent use of specific
signs and words, 4" production of novel sounds | 4" the

development of a receptive vocabulary, S" the beginnings

of sociar interactions with peers, and 6" generalization of
acquired behaviours.

51,s ability to remain on task increased significantly.
He would. engage in a 40-40 rninute circle time. He would

work with his significant other over a period of 40-60

minutes" He would sit through a 90 ninute movie" This is
in contrast to the general lack of purpose to any of his
behaviours during baseline" See Figures I and IV.

Over the course of the study, S,, increased his length

of r¡sound playtt from non-existent to a span of over three

minutes. This became a favourite pray activity. He wourd

att.empÈ to engage adults othen Èhan his significant, others

in this activity.
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Besides the increase in time of sound play, S, woutd

produce nover sounds, i.ê., sounds that vrere not observed

previously" these sounds ltere ¡¡dr¡¡ ¡rmrr¡ and r¡p.¡¡ The ndrr

sound occurred perhaps in response to doughnut. The ¡¡m'

sound could not be connected to any specific itern. The r¡p''

sound f ormed the l_ast letter in the word up.

s1 developed a smarl vocabulary of independent signs
and words" He acquired the sign and word up. He acquired.

the independent use of the sign crackers. After the
research was compreted he began using the sign for potato
chip independently. As welr, he courd produce a number of
signs with minimal prornpting, which suggested that these
would be used independently some time in the future.

There Ti\¡as reason to believe that s1 r^¡as acquiring a

receptive vocabulary. rn a completery different setting
from the cl-assroom when asked by the audiorogist to touch

his nose and then his mouth respectivery, s,t responded

correctJ-y. Touching body parts was part of a circle game

that had been played in the classroom.

rnformal generarization probes were taken throughout
the intervention perj-od. s1 was observed in different
settings, ât different tirnes and with different people and

different objects. s1 would engage in sound play with
unfaniliar adults in the school. He approached other adul_ts

in the schoor to participate in símilar play activities,
i"e., such as pick me up and twirr me. His attention hras
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maintained in other sett,ings and times such as music, where

a simil-ar type of !¡circle¡¡ procedure kras ernployed. 51 ,s

Mother reported sirnilar changes at home, i.ê., increased

attention, increased vocalization, and Íncreased

communication attempts. He initiated without prompting

rolling a Tonka truck between hinself and a signifícant.
other. ft is assumed he generalized this from rolling a

ball "

Baseline S^

S, was an eight-year old Downrs Syndrome boy" He had

been described as selectively mute. He appeared to have a

large vocabulary as he would respond to pictures
appropriately, could count to j-5 and knew the names of most

foods that were made during snack and cooking time. He

would only offer verbal interchange when asked or prompted

in some other manner. when he responded he prirnarily used

síngle words" He had difficurty with multi-sylrable words

and with word phrases that r¡¡ere comprised of two or more

words.

During baseline S, did not interact spontaneously with
either the adults in the classroom or other children. He

would respond to adults with a whispered tone, when

approached. His favourite toys vrere farm animals,

particuJ-arly horses and various toy vehicles. As Slrs

intervention began and the significant others began to
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irnitate 51 u s sounds, S, began to imit.ate 51 " These

imitations of S.!s would be used by Sz spontaneously as a
communication with adults"

.4, possible explanation for S, ¡ s behaviour lay in a

conmon criticism of strj-ct behavioural ranguage programs

(Harris , Lg75). Perhaps S, had learnt hís vocabulary items

out of the context of their intended use. perhaps

communication meant for him, a response to a question by an

adult who presented a visual stimulus. Slts play

vocalizations received an imrnediate positive reaction.
Perhaps S, wanted the same response from the adults and

rationarized that similar language from him wourd net the

same results" He did not know how to use his own vocaburary

to achieve the same result, i.e., attention from an adult.

Plan for Interventíon

As S, had an expressive vocabulary but did not use it
functionally, it was determined that the focus of
intervention u¡ould be to provide S, with the tools of
conversation" Turn-taking within the context of play and

functional situations r,sould be developed.

The first target for S, was that he develop a play

relationship with an adult. The significant other u¡ould

join S, in a paralle1 play fashion, in a non-contingent

manner. The significant other would add one to two word

expression to the play activity, ê.g., horse run.
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Another area of intervention was snack tine. It was

decided that s, would have to verbally request the food item

desired by naning ít, e"9., cheese and crackers. fn
addition he would have to count the number of pennies in his
possession and exchange these for the food item"

S. Ma-ior Trends

Initiat intervention r¡as not successful. As S, was

more capable, the significant others fert that he courd be

made to progress more quickry. Though atternpts were made to
follow sr¡s lead, the significant others found themser-ves

trying to structure the activities" This lead the

interchange ar¡/ay from s, ¡ s interests and created dead end

contacts" s2 would become a passive observer rather than a
participant. This arrowed for littLe opportunity for the

occurrence of turn-taking and the development of a

conversationar interchange" rn becoming directive, the
significant others often found themselves víolating the

nininal discrepancy principte.

Up to the 15th observation progress h/as sl_ow. S, was

not naking substantiat progress. An observation invorving a

significant other and S, made it apparent that the
significant others were being overry directive. At this
point it was re-emphasized that the significant others would

partícipate only in activities that Sz initiated. The

significant others would engage in parallel play with S,
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taking care not to be directive" From the l-sth observation

onward, Szu s play began to assume co'operative
characteristics with longer sequences of turn-taking,
comprised of gestures and vocalizat,ions.

Receiving a food item at snack time was made contingent

on sz counting out the pennies in his possession and giving
these to a significant other" .A,s well, S, would have to
verbally identify the food item he desired. S, required.

pronpting at first and by the 10th week observation wourd

request the food item without prompts. Some modelling of
the name of an unfamiliar food iten was required and

prompted throughout the observation period" s2 initated and

acquired neIA¡ vocabulary readily"

Ê, Analvses of the E.C.O.-Map of Cornrnunication

1" fnteracts/Communj-cates

During baseline s2 interacted and communicated at the
middre range of the seldom revet (2) " As the intervention
began, sr regj-stered only a very smal-L gain by the l-sth week

to the upper end of the seldom level (3) " At this point it
was determined that the significant others Ì,rere being overly
directive, didacted and not following the child¡s lead.

They structured activities that didntt reflect 52ts

interests" rn being didactic the significant others fail-ed
to initate Sz. Corrective procedures s¡ere taken and S,

demonstrated an irnmediate increase in his interactions and
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colnmunications.

Betu¡een weeks 23 and 28, S, was interactíng/
communicating at the lower end of the ¡tfrequent¡¡ level_ (7) 

"

During the entire research period the significant others

I'rere rated as functioning at the¡¡all of the time leveI.rt
This did not reflect the type of interaction.

A visual representation of this can be found in Figure

V.

2" Initiates Contact

During baseline S, initÍated contact at the lower end

of the seldom leveI. This remained constant through week l-5

of the research. At this point there ri\ras a dramatic change

to more initiations of contact" This was refrected by the

rating of occasionar (5) at week 19" rt remained at this
level for the duration of the intervention" The junp can be

attributed again to a change in the significant otherrs
interactive patterns" Significant other initiations
decreased as Szts increased"

À visual representation of this can be found in Figure

V"

Responds to Contact

During baseline, Sz responded to contact at the 1ower

end of the occasionar and the upper end of the serdom revel.
This remained constant through the i-sth week of Ëhe research
project" From this point onward there rras a steady increase
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to !0respondingu, at the upper end of the ¡rfrequentn level.
This change was attributed agaín to the change in the

interactive patterns of the significant others at week j_5.

The signif icant other¡s response to contact u¡as in the ¡raII

of the tíme¡s range throughout baserine and. intervention. rt
reflected the significant others¡ willingness to interact
with sr. visual representation of this interaction can be

found in Figure V"

Maintains Contact

During baseline S, rnaintained contact at the seldom

Ieve1" This showed a slight gain up to week 15 of the

research project" At this point there was a large
improvement in this area to the upper end of the occasional

leveL " This increased to the frequent l-ever by week 1-7 and

remained at a high lever for the rest of the intervention.
Again this jump can be attributed to the change in the

interactive pattern of the significant others. Throughout

baseline and intervention, the significant others maintained

contact at the ¡rfrequentr¡ and rralI of the timer¡ tevels.
Again this indicated the sígnificant otherrs desire to
interact with Sz"

visuar representation of this interaction can be found

in Figure V"
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Turn-taking

Takes one or tr,so turns with actions

During baseline S, used one or two turns vrith actions

at the lower end of the occasional level" This level
remained constant with slight drops and rises up to week l-5.

At this point there was a steady increase in the occurrence

of one and two turn interactions" This quickly rose to the

frequent leve1 by week 21" This again can be accounted for
by changes in the significant other¡s interactive pattern.

The significant other would participate in irnitating Sz's

sounds" 52 would respond with another. The significant
other q¡ould play along with S, in paralIel play fashion"

Gradually this took the forrn of co-operative play (e.g., 52

would take the horse for a ride in a truck, then the

significant other would initate, followed by a turn of the

same activity, followed by a turn by the significant other).
The significant other would non-contingently add one-two

words to describe the activity. S2 would often respond with

a vocalization and action and engage in a series of turns,
e.9., The significant other would say |ttruck crashrr! 32

would respond with the truck sound r¡rrrr¡ move the truck and

crash it into another vehicle and say ¡¡crash¡¡ or ¡¡boom.¡¡

Visua1 representation of this interaction can be found in
Figure VI"
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Takes 3* turns with actions

Baseline reflected that S2 responded at the low end. of
the occasional level" At the commencement of intervention

this feII to the seldom level, with some small rises and

falls. At week 15 there v¡as a small jump to the occasional_

level-" From this point there was a gradual increase to the

frequent leveI" Again the sudden rise is explained by the

change in interactive patterns of the significant others.

The signÍficant others and S, would engage in activities
similar to those described in the previous heading only

continuing these over a period of 3 turns" other activities
that would usually involve 3+ turns were 1. blow air out,

of lips when lips v/ere pressed against the hand, 2 " pursing

lips and blowing air between them, 3. chasing round a

circle, back and forth, and 4. taking turns following while
pushing a truck. Figure VI represents these changes.

Takes l--2 turns with communications

During baseline S, used communications involving l-z
turns at the seldom l-evel" This remained constant through

week l-5 of the research. At this point there was an

increase in the occurrence of this observation target. By

week 2l- it r'¡as occurring at the frequent IeveI. Again the

change in significant otherts interactive patterns accounted

for the increase in t,urn-taking, e.g. If S, was playing

with his horse, the significant other would join in a
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parallel pray fashion" often s, would be naking a sound or

sayj-ng a word. The significant other v¡ould irnitate.
Usually S, would repeat and add another word. If the

significant other initated the horse sound rtee hee hee heerr

sr wourd sometimes respond with ¡fhorser¡¡ or move the horse

in some manner and say ¡¡horse.¡! The significant other wourd

label the horsers actions with words" The turn-taking
pattern involved s, making a sound --> the significant other

imitates

significant other adds a word to describe the action.
Throughout basel-ine and intervention the significant others

kept an equal turn balance with s." Figure vr represents

the interaction visually.

Takes 3* turns with communications

During basel-ine S, engaged in 3+ turns at the seLdom

Ieve1" This continued through the 15th week of the

research. At this poínt there was an increase in 3+ turn
behavior" rt rose quickly to the high end of the occasional

level and at the end of the research at week 2g it had

reached the frequent revel" rnteractions, similar to those

described under the previous turn-taking headings took
p1ace, except that they occurred over 3+ turns. A rise in
the turn-taking l-eve1 was attributed to changes in the
significant othersr interactive pattern" Ägain a turn
barance existed between s, and the significant others.
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Figure VI represented the above interaction.

Mode

1. Communicates with body lanquage

During baseline, S, used body language at the low end

of the occasional l-evel. This rose slightly at the

conmencement of intervention and climbed gradually to the

frequent IeveI" There was a rise in this form of
communication regardless of the interactive pattern of the

significant other. There was a slight junp at week j-5" The

Ievel of body language displayed by the significant others

remained constant throughout baseline and intervention"
There vrere a few slight increases and decreases. The

significant other¡s atternpted to keep the body language at a

Iow leve1 so that he/she could model more conventional forms

of communication" Gesture was prirnarily used while
initating Sz. Some of the gestures S, used were l-" smile

and laughter, 2. sitting down with arms and 1egs crossed,

accompanied by a pout on the face indicating Irm not going

to do it, e.9., refusing to get ready for recess, 3"

pulling toys tor,trards hirnself , indicating go ar{ay, 5.

roughhousing, indicating enjoyment. of the company of others,

6. facial expressions that indicated sadness happiness,

disappointment and anger. Figure VII gives a visual
representation of the occurrence of gesture.
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Communicates with sounds

During baseline, S, used sounds at the low end of the

occasional level-" This remained constant with a slight
increase at week 9, up to the lsth week of intervention. At

this point there was a quick rise to the frequent level by

week l-8" rt remained at the frequent }evel throughout the
rest of the intervention" The sharp rise can be attributed
again to changes in the significant others¡ strategíes. The

significant others consistently matched Srts frequency of
sound" 52 used sounds for the various farm animals. He

used the sounds that cars or trucks made" He cried or

laughed. He made a sound by pressing his lips against his
arm and blowing. He made a sound by blowing air through

pursed Iips. The frequency of sounds are displayed on

Figure VfI.

Communicates with single words

During basel-ine, S, responded at the high end of the

serdom level and the lower end of the occasionar leveI. This
performance remained constant with sright variations to the
15 week period. Again at. this point there was a junp to a

higher level of performance. The incidence of singre words

rose quickry to the frequent level by week 1g and remained

at this level for the rest of the study. The change in
significant other strategies accounted for this quick

improvement" When S, spoke he used a single word
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accompanied by the sound that the play object made or an

action that the play object made" The word and sound. or

action conveyed greater meaning than the v¡ord alone, e.g.
rftruckr¡ and moves the truck and crashes the truck into
another vehicre making a crash soundr or ¡¡horser! and makes

horse sound and moves the horse in a run or jump manner"

During baserine and intervention the significant other used

a high level of single word utterances. This was to model

and put words on srrs surroundings" Figure Vrr Írrustrates
the interaction"

Use

Communicates for Personal ReAsons

During baseline S, was rated at the upper end of the
r¡seldomrr leve1 for this category" This behavior remained

constant through the 15th week of the research. After the
change in the significant other's interactive patterns, s,

became not j-ceably more vocal and communicative. rhis hel_d

true whether S, was playing in a solitary, parallel or co-

operative play fashion. The increase after week 15 shows

Srrs response to the changes in the significant otherst

behaviours" During baseline and intervention the

significant other¡s Ievel of interaction for this category

remained at the zero level" The significant other¡s j-ntent

was to interact with Sr. Figure VIÏI illustrat.es this
interaction "
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Communicates for instrumental reasons

Baseline demonstrated fluctuation from the seldom to
the occasional level in this category. This fructuation
continued throughout the rest of the study achieving two

series of long plateaus after week 15. Signifícant other

interaction at this level remained constant at the low

occasional leve1. Examples of Sr¡s communj-cation for
instrumentar reasons often invorved g'estures. He sat, on the

floor crossing his arms and legs with a stern look on his
face indicating, Irm not complying, he pushed other children
out of his way, turned his back to peers or hoarded play

objects. Vocalizations occurred when he request,ed food at
snack tine or a toy at recess. As welI, he would say the

word rruprr when requestíng to be picked up and twirled
around"

Communicates for Socia1 Reasons

During baseline 52,s interaction in this category was

at the seldom level" This continued up to the Lsth week.

At this point there was a change in the increase of
cornmunications for social reasons. s, became more vocal and

demonstrative in his interactions with the significant
others. As weII, it was noticed that S, became more

communicative with his peers during play tine. Words

occurred mainly in the interactions wíth the sìgnificant
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others. rnteractions with his peers involved participating
in an activityt e.9., chase or truck play" A rninimal number

of words v¡ourd be spoken, but these would be a large number

of vocalizations. These vocalizations would include

laughter, i-nterchanges of funny sounds, production of
vehicre noises when praying with the toy vehicles, monster

sounds when praying with toy monsters" The incidence of
long interchanges of communication q¡ith both significant,
others and peers increased significantly after the 15th

week" Figure VIII illustrates this change in behavior.

Snack Time fntervention

Snack time did not prove to be a good occasion for
practising conversationar skiIls" The expectation at this
time was that s, would exchange pennies for a desired food

iten; concomitantry stating the name of the food item. rf
sz did not know the food item it would be modeled by the
significant other and S, would be expected to initate.
After sr made a successfur initation; usually the first try,
he wourd receive the food item" rt was felt that the nature

of the activity did not lend itserf to the practising of
turns. rt didn¡t make sense that s, would have to request a

food itern 3 or 4 times in order to receive it" snack time

became a dead end interaction in that s2 requested --> was

given --> sat down and ate" The activity did not. lend

itself to more than a single turn.
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Observations not measured by the E"C.O.-Maps

Generalization

The direction of generalization for S, moved from

significant others to peers. When S, became more

demonstrative and verbal with the significant others he

quickly generalized these interactions to his crassmates.

Games or activities which rÍere originally played with
significant others became part of s2t= interaction with his
peers, e.g. I chase games, truck and animal p1ay. These

interactions vrere generalized to other tines and settings,
such as recess and lunch break. However, generalized

behavior occurred onry with famj-l-iar peers or adurts. This

might be a reflection of Szts shyness.

rnterpretation of Results with Respect to Murtiple Baseline

Design

During baserine both subjects demonstrated very littre
change. with the commencement of intervention s, began to
show a change in his communication behaviours. observatj-ons

of the significant other showed a paralrer change. s2 did
not demonstrate an immediate response to intervention.
Parallel resurts v¡ere noted in the significant others,
interaction patterns.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSTON OF THE RESULTS

Introduction

51 and S, ú¡ere extremely different children. 51 began

the program with virtually no language and few interests
whereas st had an expressive vocabulary but díd not use it
functionatly" Each subjectrs handicapping etiology was

different in that 51 was termed autistic while S, was

classified as Downts Syndrome. Because the starting
abilities of the subjects were dissirnirar different aspects

of the E"c"o" program were used as the starting points for
intervention" The progress that has been observed will be

discussed in reference to the aspects of the E.c.o. progiram

which affected the development of the subjects.

S.

' Generarization/Traininq in the Naturar Environrnent

rnstruction of s1 took prace in the crassroom. He

would participate in group activities such as circre time.
As lueIl, one-to-one interaction with his significant others
took place in the crassroom setting" rt l*as felt that the
classroom approximated what rdas meant by rnatural

environment"r! MacDonald and Gillette (Lg82) expressed that
it was necessary to train the chird in the natural
environment in order to promote general-izat.ion. 51
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generalized his behaviors to other people, places and to
other objects as well as across times. Besides using his
repertoire of behaviors in other nover schoor settings and

with novel schoor personnel he took these behaviors home and

used them r¡ith his parents and sibling"

Following the Childrs Lead, Entering the Chi1d¡s I,IorId,

Topic Control

Following the child¡s lead, the need to enter the

childrs world and the issue of topic contror are related
factors" They are discussed under the headíng of
¡¡Responsivenessr¡ in the l-iterature review. These strategies
are promoted by the E"C"O. program" In developing the
program for S,' the researcher attempted to determine the

interests and abilities of s1. Food appeared to be the only
interest of S1" Sound production \,ras one of his few

abilities. One activity that Sl enjoyed was being picked up

and twirred" rn keeping with the need to follow the chird's
lead, eLc ., it was decided to use food, sound production and

the pick-up activity as the points of intervention" This

rdas shown to be effective, as s1 developed a repertoire of
signs and words around the food and pick-up activity"
sinple sound initation read to sound play, turns with sounds

and to s1 initating the significant others¡ sounds. Based

on these posit.ive resuLts Èhis research supporÈs the need to
folLow the child¡s Iead, etc.
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Inítation

MacDonald and Gilrette (LgBz) state that the best way to
get a child to attend and take turns is to imitate exactly,
e"9., facial expressions, body movements and sounds. This

research project would support this statement. The effect
of imj-tation, had an almost in¡nediate effect on the number

of vocalizations produced by Sr" This eventually led to
turn-taking with vocarizations" And as noted in the results
section, Slts time on task increased significantly during

the course of this study" As well, imitation of movements

led to the occurrence of turns" s1 would respond with turns

with hand clapping or drum playing"

Cues. Physícal Prornpts and Tirne Delay

MacDonald and Gillette (1982) recommend the use of
prompts and cues. They state that it, is important to give

obvious signals to cue a chíldts turn when initially
instructing language" They state that physical pronpting

rnay be necessary if all erse fairs" The researcher emproyed

both these techniques in order to procure a response from

s1. when st hras initiarry developing his signs that related
to foods the significant other would physically prompt the

entire sign" This gross prompt developed into a touch on

the hand" This touch on the hand rúas enough to signal an

independent, attempt at, the sign" This graduarry gave way to
sinply r*aiting. This wait Ì,¡as enough to cue a response.
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Drum playing, ball rolling and hand clapping !úere three

turn-taking activities v¡hích initially were physically

prompted"

Progressive Match: Shaping

MacDonald and Gillette (1-982) incorporate the use of
progressive match. This technique tÍas employed with S, as

more accurate approxi-mations were gradually required. This

technique was successful in teaching two independent signs

and close approximations of four other signs. It was also

used in the training of the word up" This technique rúas

being used in teaching the qrord baI1" At first high leve1

of prornpts were used" These v/ere gradually faded as the

subject became more independent in the production of the

targeted sound"

Turn-takincr

AccordÍng to MacDonald and Gillette (L?BZ), turn-taking
is the basic structure or strategy of interactions and

conversations" By the end of this research, S,, had begun to
independently turn-take with both actions and sounds.

Cueing and prompting of turn-taking and initation were

determined to be the precursors of this development. The

turn-taking occurred during activities that S1 had l-earned

to perceive as enjoyable, e.g. sound pIay, hand clapping,

drum playing, ball rolling. Its occurrence tJas related to
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the type of activity and the ability of the significant

other to participate as a play partner in the activity
(following the child!s lead, being a nonjudgemental play

partner) " i{hether or not turn-taking with sounds and

actions progresses to turn-taking with r,¡ords or signs is not

establ-ished at this point of the research" fn specific
instances of this research turn-taking with sounds or signs

preceded turn-taking with actíons and sounds. This occurred

during rrrequestt, type situations at snack and p1ay" Snack

tine allowed for the practice over a number of turns the

name of the food item, because of the promise of the

powerful reward that this food item provided" It has been

mentioned previously that S, enjoyed being picked up and

twirled. This activity was made contingent on S, saying or

signing the word up. This allowed for the practice with

turns of this word ensui-ng in the reward of the activity"

fmportance of Significant Other Interactions
fnitial interaction with S,, employed both direct and

non-contingent intervention" The snack-time activity was a

normal part of classroom functioning" The procedures around

snack time vrere both directive and non-directive" They were

non-directive in that food l*as one of the few interests that
51 possessed and the use of food was in a sense ltfollowing

the child¡s interests.rr However at the conmencement of the

snack tine activity, frequent use of physieal prompts were
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used. (The use of physical prompts is a hígh1y directive
procedure") With time these prompt,s rdere gradually faded"

51 had a very loose classroom program which facilitated non-

contingent interaction with the significant other" S. r¡as

allowed to ask for food at any time. This permitted hin to
practice his si-gns throughout the day and led to the complex

food closet interaction (this suggested a more complex

cognitive a!üareness in S, than was at first apparent) " The

v¡ord play activity was a consequence of non-contingent

interaction, and reflection of the attenpt to follorp the

child¡s lead" Inítial turn-taking during t'playt' situations
was physically prompted. These prompts vrere gradually faded

as S1 began to like the activity and sought interaction with

the significant other; the object being to lessen the degree

of direction as 51 became more independent in his
int,eraction "

S^

Generalization/Training in the Natural Environment

Instruction of S, took place in the classroom

environment" This included one-to-one interaction with his

significant others, as well a group instruction which

involved his classroom peers. The classroom functioned as

the natural environment. The importance of training in the

natural environment for the purposes of generalizat,ion has
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been discussed ín the literature review and as ersewhere in
this study " sz generalized his language behaviors to other

classroom adults, classroom peers and to other times and

settings such as recess, lunch t,ine and the school play

ground. As Srrs program progressed he became more vocal and

demonstrative in all the set,tings mentioned" S, did not
generalize his language behaviors to novel adurts and novel-

peers" His natural shyness was probably a primary factor in
the lack of g:eneralization in this area.

FoÌlowing the Childts Lead, Entering the Childts World.

Topic Control/Significant Other Interactive pattern

Szts intervent,ion was an example of the effects of
following the childrs lead, the need to enter the childts
world and the issue of topic control" Up to the i-sth week

of the research S, was making litt1e progress. At this
point it r+as deterrnined that the significant others were

being over directive" As modifications to the significant
others! strategies took place there was a significant change

in Srrs responding behavíor. Up to this point the

significant others tried to be instructive. They virere

judgemental in that they tried to extinguish behaviors that
they felt were rnaladaptive and disruptive, e.g., funny noise

naking. The significant others Ígnored Sr¡s interests and

tried to teach what they considered important 1anguage

items. Sz,s interests $/erentt completely ignored. However,
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the focus of interaction took the signifícant others and S,

av/ay from the subjectts primary interests. These findings
corroborate the importance of following the childts lead,

entering the child¡s world and the importance of topic
control. Concornitantly they support the need to nonitor the

significant otherrs strategies.

rmitation

Non-contingently imitating Szts language and play

behaviors had the effect of stimulating increased frequency

of the behavior and increased turns involving the behavior.

When the significant other participated in a play activity
at Sr¡s level, irnitating Srts gestures, vocalizations and

movements, S, became more animated and responded vyith more

gestures, vocalizations, and movements. This would continue

over a series of turns.

Turn-takinc[

According to MacDonald and Gillette (1,982) turn-taking
is the basic structure of interactions and conversations.

Tv¡o strategies that were applied t.o Sr¡s program !üere

effect,ive in promoting turn-taking. As already rnentioned,

imitation had a positive effect. The other strategy was

foll-owing the child¡s Iead" Participating in chitd directed

activities seemed to lead to turn-taking opportunities"

These child directed activities allowed S, to become more
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animated and vocal" The significant other q¡ou1d respond and

this would lead to a interchange of sounds, words or actions

around the activity" Specifically, practising turns was

unnecessary with S, as child directed activities naturally
lead to turn-taking behavior betrseen the significant, other

and Sr"

Cues, Prompts and Progressive Match

These strategies r¡/erenrt employed extensively with Sr"

The researcher believes that these strategies will be of use

once the intervention moves away from non-contingent

interaction with Sr" There will be a need to encourage

small changes towards a more conventional use of language,

e"9., with S, this would mean the use of more single words.

Turn balance S,¿

One of the primary goals of the E"C"O. model of
language is to achieve spontaneous conversations in which on

the average there is a balanced exchange of turns between

the chil-d and the significant other. During the course of
this research there did not appear to be a difficulty in
achieving turn balance with Sr" If the contact vras a dead

end, there woul-d be an exchange of a maximum of one turn.
If the activity was child directed it consequently lead to a

greater opportunity to exchange turns"
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Summary of Results

The E.C"O" program was successful in promoting

generalízation in both S,, and Sr. 51 generalized to novel

individual, novel settings, novel objects and across time.

S, generalized to faniliar individuals, novel settings,
novel objects and across time" As proposed by the E"C"O.

program training in the natural environment proved to be an

effective I'ray of promoting generalization.

Strategies of the E.C.O. prograrn that proved effective
in stimulating conversation in S, were: L. following the

childts lead, 2. entering the childrs world, 3. topic
control, 4 " imitation, S" cueing, 6" physical

prompting, 7" time deIay, B" progressive match/shaping

and interactive pattern of the significant other, i.e., non-

contingent interaction, interaction with prompts and cues

with a gradual fading of the cues. There is some quest,ion

about the necessity to estabrish turn-taking in the order of
actíon --> sound --> word.

There were two important factors in Srrs intervention.
The most significant factor in Sr¡s intervention was the

change in the significant others¡ interactive strategies.
These changed from being directive and didactic to non-

contingent" As a result of this the significant other began

to follow the childts lead and through his/her interactions
entered the childfs world. fmitation was the other

important factor in Srls intervention. Turn balance was
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achieved røhether or not the cont,act, vras a dead end or

progressive" Turn balance in itself is not an indication of

a positive direction in the intervention. However, it is a

desirable goal røith turn-taking lasting longer than one

turn" It ís demonstrative of an equitable interchange

betç¡een individuals.

Evaluation of Èhe Hvpothesis

The hypothesis states: t{hen applied to trainable
menÈalIy handicapped subjects the Ecological Communication

Opportunities wiLl have a positive effect on 1"

conversational abitity and 2. generalization.

S"

Based on the results, the E"C"O" program had a positive
effect on the conversational ability of Sr. The various

st,rategies employed by the E.C"O" program r^rere effective
tools for promoting conversation.

Based on the results the E.C.O, program rJas successful

in stimulating generalization.

b^

Based on the results the E.C"O. program had a positive
effect on the conversational ability of Sz" The various

strategies empLoyed by the E"C"O" program where effective
tools for promoting conversational ability.
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g.e"Õ. progrran was effect,ive

Þ*scuEeåon of Èhe Mult*ple Basel*ne ÞeEtgm Resultç

Sr and S, responded differen€ly t,o int,ervent,fon. Sr

showed an almost, inrnediate response to int,ervent,ion whereas

S, showed little gain unt,il the fÍfteenth week" One

ex¡llanaÈion of this dífference ie that Èhe interactive
patt,ern of the signíficant other hindered an improvement in
52ts conmunication behaviors, once this interactive pattern

was rect,ified S, began to demonstrate an inprovenent in his
communication behavíors. In effect Sz,s baseline extended

over fifteen s¡eeks rather than the fourr âs noted.

Conclusions

The E.C.O. program was shown to be an effect,ive tool
for teaching conversationar skills to two trainabte ment,alry

handicapped children. One chitd was diagnosed as aut,istic.
The other chird rsas Dourn¡s syndrone. MacDonald and Gilrette
(L982, L985) have defined conversation j.n terms of turn-
t,aking. They state that turn-takinE ís the basic structure
or strateEy of interactions and conversations" They assert,

that turn-taking involves two persons acting or

cornmunicating in conversations with each other. Turn-t,aking

evolves in the direction of action to sound to word. Both

subjects increased the nunber of turns they look during
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word er eowbåRaÈLsns of €bøøø"

The &.€.O" progra@ weø øbøwr to be a¡u eff,øct,fve €,ooå

pronot.Íng g@neraliza€,lon" S1 generallzed hls behavíors €,o

novel adultsu classroon g)@@r@, new eett,fngø ar¡d to different,
t,ínes. s? generalized hfe behavl.ore to fasål,lar aduJ.tø,

classroom peers, novel sett,ings and Èo dif,ferent, t,lmee" Th@

fact that Sz did not generalfze to novel adulÈe nlght be

explained by his shyness"

Because the two children in this study were of

extremely different handicapping etiologies there is pronise

that the E.C.O. system will be an effect,ive tool in teaching

children generalizable conversat,ional skills regardless of
their handicapping condition. However, because the sample

size in the study is sroall general conclusions canet be

made. There is a need t.o replicate these procedures.

ås the starting abilities for each subject were

different, different strategies were employed with each

subject" 51 required direct íntervention in the forn of
physical pronpting and cues. . Differential reÍnforcement was

used t,o shape the product,lon of specific sounds. Tine delay

or wait.ing was an effective tool in stinuJ-atinE a response.

The positive results that S, denonstrated lend credence to
the effectiveness of these strategies when applied to &

language trainíng. The effect,iveness of Èhese strategíes as

enployed in behavioral language programs has been documented

"â.
å&
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by Harris (1975). This research corroborates the vrork of

Halle, Marsha1l, Spradlin (1979) by demonstrat,ing the

positive effect of tine delay in eliciting responses. There

is some question whether the use of behavioural strategies

during the initial stages of S,, ¡ s program is within the

limits of the E"C"O. program"

E"C"O. puts to use theories and strategies found in the

Ecological and Pragmatic perspectives on language

acquisition" These theories and strategies were applied to
both S,' and Sr" They included Following the Childrs Lead,

Entering the Child's World, Topic Control, and monitoring

Significant Other Interactions. This study has demonstrated

the importance of atl these strategies for language

intervention" The techniques of entering the Childrs Wor1d,

Following the child¡s lead and Topic Cont,rol played a

significant factor in the initial states of Srrs program.

They helped set the starting point, gave a dírection and

helped develop the manner of interaction" The importance of

these techniques vJere apparent in Sr¡s intervention" When

Sz u s interests brere ignored and he røas not al-Iowed to set

the direct,ion in the interaction litt1e progress i*as made.

When this was rectified almost inmediate gains were

observed"

Because the starting abilities of each subject were

different, the significant others had different roles to
play during intervention, As 51 displayed very little
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ability to attend, the significant other¡s initial role
required physical prompt,ing, cueing and the use of strong

reinforcers such as food during snack time or a desired

activity l-ike ¡0up.¡¡ As S'!s ability to attend improved and

his interests increased, the role of the significant other

became that of a participant, in the child!s activities"
This combination of interaction patterns \úas effective"
52us intervention demonstrated the consequence of over-

directiveness on ttre part of the significant other. Irlhen

the significant other was being didactic, controlling the

topic for interaction and being directive, S, demonstrated

very slow progress" I.ihen the significant, other took on the

role of a play partner in the activities that, S, chose

improvement in communicative behavior was noted. These

findings support the works of MacDonald and Gillette (1-}BZ I

1985), Nelson (L973) , Olson (L97O) , Snow (t984) , Lieven

(L984) , and Girolametto (l-985).

Initation had an irnportant effect on both S, and Sr.

MacDonald and Gillette (r9ïz) found that imitation (aduIt of

child) is an effective means of gaining attention and

stimulating turns" These effects were supported by this
study" S1 demonstrated a dramatic increase in his ability
to attend" In that turn-taking requires the ability to
aÈtend, initating is an important precursor to this
development" S, demonstrated a sinilar reaction when the

significant others imitated his actions, sounds and words
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during parallel ptay situations. This had the effect of
stimulat,íng turn-taking between the significant other and

Sz. Besides gaining attention and stinulating turns,
initation increased the number of vocalizations made by Sr

and Sr. ¡¡Sound playtr became a favourite activity for S,," Sz

became more vocal during play situations.
The development, of turn-taking is an important aspect

of the E"C"O" program" Both S, and S, developed the ability
to turn-take" Turn-taking with S, over a number of turns
developed almost inmediately as a consequence of the type of
activity in which he was participating with the significant
other" Turn-taking in S' developed through the use of
physicat prornpting, cueing and the use of tine delay. Ä,s 51

began to respond in a social manner, the turn-taking became

a part of his interactíve pattern with the significant
other. The intervention with S, brings into question the

belief that turn-taking develops in the direction of -->
action --> sound --> word" 51 developed a turn-taking
sequence with the word rruplr before he turn-took with sounds

and actions, As a consequence of his r¡sound playt, he turn-
took with sounds before he took turns with actions.

As the researcher was self-trained in the methods of
the E"C.O" program questions can be raised about how

accurately the programrs procedures \{ere fo11ov¡ed and

whether¡ âs a consequence of the subjects! abilities and

crassroorn factors the researcher did not foll-ow the exact
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instructional sequence recommended ín instructional modules

of the E"C"O. program" As r¡eLl, the subjects¡ developments

did not fit the order diagrammed in the modules t ê.9.,
though the int,ervention did not progress past module 1, both

51 and S, were spontaneously demonstrating abilities that
s¡ere Èo be trained ín Module IV" These r¿ere the

establishment of social habitsu the establishment of

instrumental contacts and the establishment of social
contacts "

The video-taping had positive and negative outcomes.

It allowed the researcher to analyze an interaction more

completely; it perrnitted the researcher and the significant
others to discuss the course of an intervention more

accurately because of the visual examplet it provided

comparisons of before and after behavior. The primary draw

back of the video-tapings was that the video camera

distracted the subjects.

It was found that the observational targets of the

E"C"O"-Map developed together rather than as separate units.
Practising turns with the significant other or participating

in turn-taking activities during circte time would obviously

lead to a greater social atrareness" An increase in gestural

communication wouLd accompany a sinilar increase in sound

and/or single word production"

The multiple baseline design across subjects lends

support, to the hypotheses. Progress during baseline for
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both subjects ruas flaÈ" When intervention cornmenced there

was an increase ín conversation rel-ated behaviour.

Irnplications for Further Study

There are few programs that measure the effect of

environmentally based programs on trainable mentally

handicapped children. As this research employed only two

children there is a need for further investigation"

There is a need to develop a scale which would alIow

comparisons between a handicapped childrs conversational

ability with those of a similar aged t¡normal¡! peer" This

scale could include what percentages of interactions occur

with adults; with peers, what percentage of a chitd¡s day is
spent in solitary play as compared to interacting with

another person, what percentage of a childts communication

is, gestural, sound or words.

Though not addressed by MacDonald and Gillette (L982 |

1985) there is a need to foster interaction not only with

adults but with peers. It, would be of interest to determine

whether the E.C.O. program would prornote inter peer

interactions "
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APPENDIX T

EoCuO" *Map of ConauníeaËíon TargeËs



EC0-F1AP of Conrnunication Targets

for CHILD (e) and SIGNIFICANT oTHERS (S0)

SO: Sltuatlon:chi ld:
Reco rde r :

Key: C=@;S.0.aI

I NTERACT I ON/CONVERSAT I ONffi
I . in te racts,/commun i ca tes
2. initiates contact
3. responds to contact
4. maintains contact
Takes turns w¡th AcTloNs:
5. for one or two turns
6. for three or more turns
Takes turns rvith COHHUNICATIONS:
7. for one or two turns
8. for three or more turns

HODE:

Date:

0 000 000 CI00 0

0 _ 000 000 000 0

g 090 0Lo 000 o

.sI

a{/A

C/S0 commun i ca te s
with body language
wi th sounds
with single words
wi th two ê four word

combinations
w¡th sentences longer

than four words
These Communications are:

15. idiosyncratic
16. convent iona I

CONTENT:
EÆõGïmunicate abour:
17. self
18. anything outside of self

concrete experïences (e.g.,
persons a th i ngs )

abstract experiences (e.g.,
feel i ngs, des i res 6
descriptions)

acti ve exeper iences (".g. 
"actíonso locations)

Communicates for:
personal reasons (e.g., makes
body ì anguage, sounds , or words
for practice or play wi th no
clear intention to comnìunicate)
instrumental reðsons (e.g., Èo
get from or manipulate others)
social. reasons .(".S., mainly to
be wi th another)

o

10.
I t.
12.
r3.

14.

r9.

20.

21"

USE:

ffio
22.

23.

2\.

/-$/tg"/ 
q.

èIO
qe/-.-
8g/ rot I

Io'c
o

q
tù
a

ooÁ{¡t
gJc

0 000 000 000 0
0 000 000 000 0
o 000 000 000 0
o 000 000 000 0

0 000 000 000 0
o 000 000 000 0

0 000 000 000 0
0 000 000 000 0

0 000 000 000 --õ
0 000 000 000 0
0 000 000 000 0-
0 000 000 000 

-d
0_ 000 000 000 o

0 000 000 000 o

0_ 000 000 000 00 000 000 00-o----l

0 000 000 õ-¡-0--0

Misonqer Center 0SU l,tacDona¡d/G¡ I lerte l98Z 65
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Table

l{odule I

Social recognition
Social initÍation
Social responsiveness

JOINT ACTIVITY ROUTINE HABITS

I nteract i ve turntaki ng (no messages)

- progressively increased turns across

act i vi ties (u"S. u teaching n play,
caretaking)

- person

- contexts - classroomsu home, therapy

Conversational turntaking (with messages)

- with body language and sounds

- with verbal language

- progressively increased turns across

activi ties, personso contexts

Sequence of Tralning Goals for S0 and Child in the Four ECO Currícular l'lodules

I nteract ion/Conversat ¡on

Establ i sh perlocutionary behaviors

Establ ish a range of personal corffnunícations

Establ ish a range of instrumental communications

Establ ish a range of social corffnunlcations

Establ ish ski I ls in maintalning a conversat¡on

Shift ldiosyncratic communicatlons to conventional
(i"u., acceptable to strangers)

Progressive match of communication between S0 and

chi ld

Shi ft non-communicative actions to con¡municatlons

wi th body language and sounds

Shift cornmunicating from body language and sounds

to words

Communicate about chi ldr s agents, actions, objects,
I ocat i ons

Expand vocabulary from current nonl inguistic
cornmun I cat ions

Hodule lll Content/Use

Hodule I I

tstablish íntermittent habit of social contacts

Establish a habit of instrunental contacts (u.g.,
for heìpo informationo manipulation, etc.)

Establlsh a habit of social contacts (".g., plây,
attentíon, feel ings, etc.)

Establish a habit of making social contacts into
brlef conversations

Module lV General ization to Soci¿l Purposes


